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1 Background 
CEE launched its Commercial Whole Building Performance Exploration in 2005 to support 
administrators of voluntary energy efficiency programs find new sources of energy 
savings in the face of growing energy savings targets and shrinking energy savings 
potential from traditional product focused programs. While traditional energy 
efficiency programs offer incentives for more energy efficient components or products, 
there is growing recognition that deeper savings can be achieved by treating buildings 
as integrated systems and helping owners and operators embed energy considerations 
in ongoing building management, operations, and maintenance. The goal of the 
Commercial Whole Building Performance Exploration is to develop the binational 
infrastructure to encourage and enable effective implementation of whole building 
focused programs in the commercial sector. This program summary is an output of the 
CEE Commercial Whole Building Performance Exploration. 

2 Purpose 
This program summary aims to provide current examples of CEE member commercial 
whole building energy efficiency programs to inform future program designs. The 
scope of this program summary is whole building energy efficiency programs that 
emphasize commercial building continuous energy improvement (CEI) or incorporate 
energy management and information systems (EMIS) and industrial energy 
management programs with an approach that may inform commercial energy 
management program design. The intended audience for this program summary is 
administrators of voluntary energy efficiency programs who are considering, planning, 
or expanding whole building performance program or pilot offerings in their service 
territories. For information on whole building energy efficiency program approaches 
that extend outside of the scope of this document please see the overall CEESM Whole 
Building Performance Program Summary. 

This is the second year that CEE has published this Program Summary. This update 
reflects sustained CEE member interest in program designs and approaches grounded 
in, or enabled by, continuous energy improvement and energy management and 
information systems. This document contains information about 24 energy efficiency 
programs, including 10 new programs and updated information about the 14 programs 
included in the 2011 program summary. The information in this Program Summary was 
compiled from December 2011 through April 2012 by CEE staff based on information 
provided by CEE members and publicly available program information.  

This program summary is intended as an informational resource for program 
administrators. It is not intended to be an exhaustive review of all CEE member 
commercial whole building programs, nor does it include recommendations regarding 
any particular program approach or strategy. The program information included herein 
is not intended to be authoritative or exhaustive, and the program descriptions use 
terminology and characterizations unique to, and provided by, the member 
organization in question. CEE members are encouraged to contact contributing 

http://www.cee1.org/files/WBProgSumm.xls�
http://www.cee1.org/files/WBProgSumm.xls�
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members who provided contact information for additional context, clarification, or 
information about the programs or pilots. At the end of each program summary, 
contributing members share their individual recommendations, lessons learned, and 
future plans related to their programs. All of the information in these sections is 
subjective and based on the individual experiences reported to CEE by the contributing 
program manager. These opinions and individual contributions do not reflect the 
opinions or views of CEE. 

Additional programs may be added to this document over time. CEE members are 
encouraged to contact Kim Erickson to discuss additional programs within the scope of 
this document and with suggestions to improve the usefulness of the information to 
CEE member program administrators. 

3 Terminology and Nomenclature 
The commercial CEI and EMIS program landscape is growing and evolving over time. 
Current pilots and programs aim to accomplish a myriad of efficiency goals and 
incorporate different program approaches, elements, and tools. The terminology used 
to describe the different program approaches, elements, and tools is evolving with these 
programs. This section defines the use of several terms for the purposes of this 
document.  

Benchmarking (BMK) an activity through which the energy performance of a facility 
is compared over time to itself, to a group of like facilities, or to a technical standard.1

Commercial building a structure with more than half of its floor space dedicated to 
commercial activities; includes offices, retail, government, hospitals, schools, libraries, 
warehouses, jails, lodging, grocery, etc.; does not include residential, multi-family, 
industrial, or agricultural buildings.

 

2

Continuous energy improvement (CEI) a recurring process that results in 
enhancement of energy performance and the energy management system.

 

3

Demand response (DR) a reduction in the consumption of electric energy by 
customers from their expected consumption in response to an increase in the price of 
electric energy or to incentive payments designed to induce lower consumption of 

 

                                                 
1 Definition is an adaptation of the general definition of benchmarking as applied to any of several types 
of benchmarking (financial, production, quality, etc.) to the specifics of energy benchmarking. This 
definition also draws on the work of several organizations that have developed tools and rating 
programs to support energy benchmarking, including the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
and the US Department of Energy (DOE). 

2 US Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Commercial Building Energy 
Consumption Survey. 

3 International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 50001:2011, Energy Management Systems – 
Requirements with Guidance for Use. 

mailto:kerickson@cee1.org�
http://www.eia.gov/emeu/cbecs/glossary_1.html#C�
http://www.eia.gov/emeu/cbecs/glossary_1.html#C�
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electric energy;4

Energy efficiency (EE) a ratio or other quantitative relationship between an output 
of performance, service, goods, or energy, and an input of energy.

 in this document, DR also refers to a peak load reduction strategy 
implemented by utilities to manage peak load demand by implementing dynamic 
pricing or offering incentive payments to induce lower consumption of electric energy 
during peak demand periods. 

5

Energy efficiency program a program that aims to improve energy efficiency for a 
given set of ratepayers, usually in a defined geographic area and funded through utility 
ratepayer contributions.

 

6

Energy management the organization and coordination of activities within an 
organization to maximize benefits such as profits, comfort, output, etc., and minimize 
risk in accordance with energy policies and in achievement of defined energy related 
objectives; energy management doesn't rely on any one technology, technique, or tactic, 
but instead refers to the overall approach.

 

7

Energy management and information system (EMIS) a tool, system, or service 
that provides information about or manages energy consumption; brief descriptions of 
different types of EMIS are below, though these are not mutually exclusive or 
exhaustive EMIS categories.

 

8

Monthly energy monitoring system (MEM) a tool or service that takes 
monthly whole building level data and normalizes the data for basic energy 
drivers such as weather and occupancy; primarily used to compare same facility 
period-to-period energy consumption or energy consumption across a set of like 
facilities. 

 

                                                 
4 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order No. 719, cited in the 2010 FERC National Action 
Plan on Demand Response. 

5 ISO 50001:2011. 

6 This definition is unique to CEE and describes the energy efficiency programs run by CEE member 
organizations. 

7 Definition is an adaptation of the general definition of management as applied to any of several types of 
management (financial, production, quality, etc.) to the specifics of energy management. 
8 The CEE Whole Building Performance Committee developed this characterization of EMIS in 2010. CEE 
members and industry partners worked together to review and organize this characterization to gain a 
better understanding of the market landscape and different functions that may be useful to efficiency 
program administrators. While there was general consensus on the characterization as an accurate, point 
in time characterization, this characterization does not reflect energy efficiency industry or EMIS industry 
consensus on the nomenclature used to describe EMIS and EMIS functions and is not intended to be 
authoritative. Additional details on EMIS functions are provided in Appendix A, including infrastructure 
requirements, typical customer and program applications, and vendor and program examples. 

http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/06-17-10-demand-response.pdf�
http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/06-17-10-demand-response.pdf�
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Energy information system (EIS) a tool or service that takes hourly to real 
time whole building or system level data, normalizes the data for basic or 
customer specific energy drivers, and translates data into consumption and 
demand profiles; primarily used to compare energy consumption and demand 
for specific time periods during a day within a single facility or across multiple 
facilities. 

Energy anomaly detection system (EAD) a tool or service that takes hourly 
to real time whole building or system level data, normalizes the data for basic or 
customer specific energy drivers, translates data into consumption and demand 
profiles, compares actual profiles to a modeled profile developed by the tool, and 
identifies anomalies between the modeled and actual consumption; primarily 
used to identify and notify when a building or system is operating outside of 
expected performance and to model the impacts of potential energy efficiency 
related changes. 

Building automation system (BAS) a tool primarily used to control building 
systems and automate the operation of equipment through programming of set 
points, schedules, and the like. 

Fault detection and diagnostics system (FDD) a tool or service that takes 
real time to 15-minute intervals of system and component data, and analyzes the 
data to identify and notify building operators when a system or component is 
operating outside of expected performance. 

Automated optimization system a tool that automates the efficiency 
operation of equipment schedules, temperature set points, and automated 
performance feedback loops. 

Energy management system (EnMS) a set of interrelated or interacting elements to 
establish an energy policy and energy objectives, and processes and procedures to 
achieve those objectives.9

Existing building commissioning (EBCx) a systematic process for improving 
existing building performance by identifying and implementing relatively low-cost 
operational and maintenance improvements, helping to ensure that building 
performance meets owner expectations; also referred to as recommissioning (Re-Cx) 
and retro-commissioning (RCx) in this document.

 

10

Monitoring based commissioning (MBCx) an ongoing process that combines 
ongoing building system monitoring with standard EBCx practices to resolve operating 

 

                                                 
9 ISO 50001:2011. 

10 California Commissioning Collaborative Existing Buildings Guide, 2006. 

http://www.cacx.org/resources/documents/CA_Commissioning_Guide_Existing.pdf�
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problems, improve comfort, optimize energy use and identify retrofits for existing 
buildings.11

4 High Level Summary of Program Approaches 
 

The tables below provide program administrators with a quick reference to identify 
program approaches of interest for further investigation. The categorization of member 
programs in these tables was done by CEE staff based on the information in the detailed 
program summaries that follow in section 5 of this document.  

The tables include: 

Table 1.   Program or Pilot Start Date and Current Status For each program 
included in this document, this table lists the dates of major milestones in pilot or 
program development, launch, and renewal. 

Table 2.  Program Goals For each program included in this document, this table 
categorizes the general types of goals identified and self reported by the program 
administrators providing information on the programs or pilots: market transformation 
related goals, energy savings or resource acquisition goals, customer participation 
goals, or other goals. Some administrators may have multiple goals or goals that span 
across multiple categories.  

Table 3.  Required Granularity of Cost-effectiveness For each program included 
in this document, this table indicates the level at which cost-effectiveness tests are 
applied: at the measure, project or customer, program, or portfolio level, or if this is not 
applicable or unknown.  

• Measure level: determines energy savings and measures costs for each individual 
measure a customer implements under the program and proves that every measure 
was cost-effective based on local cost-effectiveness test.  

• Project or customer level: determines energy savings and program costs for each 
project or customer and proves that the program yielded cost-effective savings 
based on local cost-effectiveness tests for every customer, but need not separate out 
individual measures in a customer building or within a project.  

• Program level: determines energy savings and program costs across all customers 
participating in the program and proves that the overall program was cost-effective 

                                                 
11 Adapted from Mills, Evan and Paul Mathew, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 
Monitoring Based Commissioning: Benchmarking Analysis of 24 UC/CSU/IOU Projects (2009). The definition in 
the Berkeley Lab paper has been broadened from stating that the purpose of monitoring based 
commissioning is solely to yield substantial, persistent energy savings to include the more commonly 
recognized multi-purpose definition of commissioning that includes resolution of operating problems 
and occupant comfort as well as energy savings goals.  

http://gaia.lbl.gov/btech/papers/1972.pdf�
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based on local cost-effectiveness tests, but need not separate out customers, projects, 
or measures.  

• Portfolio level: determines energy savings and program costs across all programs 
included in the portfolio and proves that the entire portfolio of programs was cost-
effective based on local cost-effectiveness tests. Does not apply cost-effectiveness 
tests to individual programs, customers, projects, or measures. 

Table 4.  Savings Quantification For each program included in this document, this 
table indicates the method used to quantify energy savings. Programs that quantify 
savings indirectly include those that encourage or direct customers to take advantage of 
other programs in the portfolio, which do quantify energy savings. Programs that 
quantify savings through deemed measures quantify savings based on previously 
accepted savings estimates for measures implemented. Programs that quantify savings 
using estimated or modeled savings conduct calculations using a combination of 
assumptions, measured energy indicators, and standard engineering equations to 
estimate energy savings. Programs that measure performance at the measure level 
install metering equipment at the measure level and take direct energy consumption 
measurements to quantify savings, usually adhering to International Performance 
Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) Options A or B. Programs that 
measure savings at the whole building level install metering equipment at the whole 
building level and take direct energy consumption measurements to quantify savings, 
usually adhering to IMPVP Option C. 

Table 5.  Incentive Design For each program included in this document, this table 
indicates how energy efficiency funds are spent on customers. Program administrators 
may provide financial support for customers: to complete specific activities or install 
specific tools; to allocate staff time to energy management activities; for implementing 
one or more specific preapproved measures; for implementing a bundle of measures for 
which a model of post-implementation energy consumption has been developed; for 
measured energy savings regardless of which measures are implemented or how long 
they might be assumed to persist, though typically actions impacting energy 
consumption must be documented. Programs may provide financial support for 
multiple spending categories. 

Table 6.  Program Elements For each program included in this document, this table 
indicates which of the following program elements are included: audits or assessments, 
commissioning (single point in time or continuous), customer training, demand 
response, EMIS, and development of people or policies supporting energy 
management. Programs may include multiple program elements. 

Table 7.  Role of EMIS in Program Design For each program included in this 
document, this table indicates how the EMIS supports the program design including: 
sparking behavior change; controlling building systems; raising customer awareness, 
educating customers about energy consumption or savings opportunities, or increasing 
customer satisfaction; screening customers for program eligibility; identifying energy 
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savings opportunities; improving persistence of measures; or measuring energy 
consumption and savings. Programs may include EMIS in program designs for multiple 
reasons. 

Table 8.  Target Customer For each program included in this document, this table 
indicates the target customer of the program as a function of square footage and peak 
demand, or application to all commercial and industrial customers. Many programs 
have identified additional characteristics that indicate program appropriateness, which 
are identified in the detailed program summaries in the following section. 

These tables are also available to CEE members as a single, master table in Microsoft® 
Excel format. Please contact Kim Erickson to request a copy of the Excel version. 

mailto:kerickson@cee1.org�
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Table 1.   Program or Pilot Start Date and Current Status 

Organization and Program or Pilot Name Program or Pilot Start Date and 
Current Status 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization 

2008; currently in second business case 
(through 2014) 

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System and Energy Insights Online 

Energy Usage Data System - 2006 
Energy Insights Online - 2003 

Ongoing programs 

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial Program Portfolio (EMIS related 
elements) 

Mid-2010; 
part of overall C&I program 

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage 

Development began in 2009, full business case 
expected by end of 2012 

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now 2/1/2011; pilot in Charlotte, NC 

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS Track 

1/1/2008; ongoing program subject to 
budgeting processes 

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New Construction) 2/1/2008; standard offer 

Efficiency Vermont Monitoring Based Commissioning 2011; pilot 

Efficiency Vermont Retuning 2010; pilot 

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy Improvement End of 2011/beginning of 2012; pilot 

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With ENERGY STAR Pilot - Retail 
Energy Management Challenge 

8/2010 pilot; no longer available as of 2012 

National Grid 
Pay for Performance 

Pilot 2010; soft launch March 2011; program 
launch January 2012 

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment 

Pilot 2002; kicked off 2005/2006; full 
implementation 2008; ongoing 

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking 

2009; ongoing program subject to annual 
budget cycle 
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Organization and Program or Pilot Name Program or Pilot Start Date and 
Current Status 

New Jersey's Clean Energy Program 
Pay for Performance 

2009; ongoing program subject to annual 
budget cycle 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities 6/2010; pilot through 12/2012 

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based Commissioning June 2010; part of Existing Facilities Program 

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based Commissioning 

pilot 2006-2009; full launch 2010; contract 
through 2012 

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-Commissioning 

1/2010; ongoing through current program 
cycle 

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation Manager 2003; ongoing program 

Salt River Project 
SPATIA 

May 2007 as an efficiency program; ongoing 
program 

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and Technology Incentives for Demand 
Response 

2006; ongoing subject to regulatory approval 
process 

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy Improvement September 2010; pilot through 2012 

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems (CO) 

2003 in MN; 2007 in CO; ongoing program 
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Table 2.   Program Goals 

Organization and Program 
Name 

Program Goals 

Market 
Transformation 

Energy 
Savings / 
Resource 

Acquisition 

# of 
Participants 
(Customers, 
Buildings) 

Other 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization 

x x 
 

customer 
education 

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System and 
Energy Insights Online   

x 
 

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial Program 
Portfolio (EMIS related elements)  

x 
  

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage  

x x 
 

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now  

x x 
demonstrate 
viability of 
approach 

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS Track 

x x 
  

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New 
Construction)  

x x 
 

Efficiency Vermont Monitoring Based 
Commissioning  

x 
  

Efficiency Vermont Retuning 
 

x x 
 

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy Improvement    

demonstrate 
viability of 
approach 

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With ENERGY 
STAR Pilot - Retail Energy 
Management Challenge 

 
x 

 

demonstrate 
viability of 
approach 

National Grid 
Pay for Performance  x x  

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment  x   
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Organization and Program 
Name 

Program Goals 

Market 
Transformation 

Energy 
Savings / 
Resource 

Acquisition 

# of 
Participants 
(Customers, 
Buildings) 

Other 

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking     

New Jersey's Clean Energy Program 
Pay for Performance 

x x x 
 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities    

demonstrate 
viability of 
approach 

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based Commissioning  

x 
  

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based Commissioning  

x 
  

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-
Commissioning  

x x incentives 
paid 

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation Manager  

x 
  

Salt River Project 
SPATIA  

x x 
 

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and Technology 
Incentives for Demand Response    

demand 
response 
potential 

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy Improvement 

x 
 

x 
 

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems (CO)  

x 
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Table 3.   Required Granularity of Cost-Effectiveness 

Organization and Program 
Name 

Required Granularity of Cost-effectiveness 

Portfolio Program 
Customer, 
Facility, or 

Project 
Measure 

Not 
Applicable 

or 
Unknown 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization  x    

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System and 
Energy Insights Online 

x     

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial Program 
Portfolio (EMIS related elements)   x   

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage   x   

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now  x    

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS Track     x 

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New 
Construction)    x  

Efficiency Vermont Monitoring 
Based Commissioning   x   

Efficiency Vermont Retuning   x   

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy Improvement   x   

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With 
ENERGY STAR Pilot - Retail Energy 
Management Challenge 

x 
    

National Grid 
Pay for Performance    x  

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment    x  
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Organization and Program 
Name 

Required Granularity of Cost-effectiveness 

Portfolio Program 
Customer, 
Facility, or 

Project 
Measure 

Not 
Applicable 

or 
Unknown 

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking     x 

New Jersey's Clean Energy Program 
Pay for Performance   x   

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities     x 

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based Commissioning   x x  

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based Commissioning    x  

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-
Commissioning 

    x 

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation Manager   x   

Salt River Project 
SPATIA  x    

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and Technology 
Incentives for Demand Response 

  x   

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy Improvement     x 

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems (CO) 

  x   
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Table 4.   Savings Quantification 

Organization and Program Name 

Savings Quantification 

Indirect 
(through 

action taken 
in other 

programs) 

Deemed 
Savings by 

Measure (may 
be added for 

Whole 
Building) 

Estimated or 
Modeled 
Savings 

Measured 
Performance 

- Measure 
Level 

Measured 
Performance 

- Whole 
Building 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization       x 

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System and Energy Insights 
Online 

x        

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial Program Portfolio 
(EMIS related elements)  

prescriptive BAS 
program 

custom program, 
requires post-
install inspection 

   

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage x 

if customer is 
funneled to 
SmartSaver 
incentive program 

if customer is 
funneled to 
SmartSaver 
incentive program 

   

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now     

x 

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS Track     

x 

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New Construction)   

x 
  

Efficiency Vermont Monitoring Based 
Commissioning 

    
  

x 
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Organization and Program Name 

Savings Quantification 

Indirect 
(through 

action taken 
in other 

programs) 

Deemed 
Savings by 

Measure 
(may be 

added for 
Whole 

Building) 

Estimated or 
Modeled 
Savings 

Measured 
Performance 

- Measure 
Level 

Measured 
Performance 

- Whole 
Building 

Efficiency Vermont Retuning     x 

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy Improvement     x 

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With ENERGY STAR Pilot - 
Retail Energy Management Challenge 

x     

National Grid 
Pay for Performance       

depends on 
installed 
measures 

depends on 
installed 
measures 

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment   

based on 
measure table       

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking x     

New Jersey's Clean Energy Program 
Pay for Performance     x 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities     x 
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Organization and Program Name 

Savings Quantification 

Indirect 
(through 

action taken 
in other 

programs) 

Deemed 
Savings by 

Measure 
(may be 

added for 
Whole 

Building) 

Estimated or 
Modeled 
Savings 

Measured 
Performance 

- Measure 
Level 

Measured 
Performance 

- Whole 
Building 

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based Commissioning 

      depends on 
project 

depends on 
project 

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based Commissioning    

x 
 

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-Commissioning   

x 
  

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation Manager 

  
   

x 

Salt River Project 
SPATIA 

  deemed savings 
of 0.14 kWh/sf  

      

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and Technology Incentives for 
Demand Response 

      
validation test 
estimates DR 
kW available 

actual DR events 
measure actual 
DR reductions 

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy Improvement 

x     

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems (CO) 

  x   
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Table 5.   Incentive Design 

Organization and Program 
Name 

Incentive Design 

Pay for Activities or 
Tools 

Pay for 
People 

Pay for 
Deemed 
Measures 

Pay for 
Modeled 

Performance 

Pay for Measured 
Performance 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization 

Cx incentives paid to 
customer; EMIS free to 
customer 

optional add-
on program       

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System and 
Energy Insights Online 

tools are free to customer         

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial Program 
Portfolio (EMIS related elements) 

    
prescriptive BAS 
program 

custom program, 
requires post-
install inspection 

  

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage cost share on audits   

 if customer is 
funneled to 
SmartSaver 
incentive program 

 if customer is 
funneled to 
SmartSaver 
incentive 
program 

  

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now 

free energy champion 
training, installation of 
smart meters, and energy 
kiosks 

        

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS Track 

free EMIS audit, cost share 
on EMIS implementation 
plan and implementation 

        

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New 
Construction)    

x   

Efficiency Vermont Monitoring 
Based Commissioning 

      initially 
support may be 
discontinued based on 
measured results 

Efficiency Vermont Retuning 
varies, but may include 
incentives for technical 
assistance 

      

varies, but may include 
incentives based on 
performance measured 
and documented by 
EMIS 
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Organization and Program 
Name 

Incentive Design 

Pay for Activities or 
Tools 

Pay for 
People 

Pay for 
Deemed 
Measures 

Pay for 
Modeled 

Performance 

Pay for Measured 
Performance 

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy Improvement       initially 

incentives trued up 
after one year, 
incentives for 
additional savings 
available too 

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With 
ENERGY STAR Pilot - Retail Energy 
Management Challenge 

customer support 
provided free of charge         

National Grid 
Pay for Performance 

      

initially, upon 
installation of 
measures 
identified 

incentives trued up 
based on measured 
and verified 
performance 

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment 

cost share on audit 
(study)   

if customer moves 
forward with 
projects 

    

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking free service         

New Jersey's Clean Energy Program 
Pay for Performance       

partial payment 
upon installation 
of measures 
identified 

incentives trued up 
after one year 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities 

hardware installation and 
one year of service free to 
customer 

        

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based Commissioning 

      

partial payment 
upon installation 
of measures 
identified 

incentives trued up 
after one year 
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Organization and Program 
Name 

Incentive Design 

Pay for Activities or 
Tools 

Pay for 
People 

Pay for 
Deemed 
Measures 

Pay for 
Modeled 

Performance 

Pay for 
Measured 

Performance 

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based Commissioning 

      

partial payment 
upon installation 
of measures 
identified, 
payment to vender 

incentives trued up 
after one year, 
payment to vendor 

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-
Commissioning 

cost share for each Cx 
phase 

        

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation Manager 

EIS, audit, training, EMS 
Development and Energy 
Reduction Plan 
development support free 

x  

incentives for 
resource 
conservation 
manager based on 
whole portfolio 
savings 

  

Salt River Project 
SPATIA 

EIS free or subsidized 
depending on customer 
class 

        

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and Technology 
Incentives for Demand Response 

auditor paid per 
approved kW reduction 

    

customer is paid 
per approved kW 
reduction  enabled 
by the project as 
demonstrated 
during  live 
validation test 

proposed redesign 
to partially base 
incentives on 
demand reductions 
during DR events 

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy Improvement 

consultant services 
provided free to customer; 
EMIS installation and 
service free 

        

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems (CO) 

  
  

x   
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Table 6.   Program Elements 

Organization and 
Program Name 

Program Elements 

Audits or 
Assessments 

Cx 
(Type) 

Customer 
Training 

Demand 
Response EMIS Type People and 

Policies 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization   EBCx and 

CCx 
on EMIS and 
via coaching   EAD, BAS 

required 

energy manager 
optional add-on 
program 

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System and 
Energy Insights Online 

    

various levels 
available 
(instruction 
manual through 
on-site training) 

  

MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr.) 
and EIS (Energy 
Insights Online) 

  

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial 
Program Portfolio (EMIS 
related elements) 

  custom 
depends on 
project and 
customer 

x 
BAS prescriptive; 
any type for 
custom 

  

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage 

ASHRAE Level 2; 
investment grade 

    
 

MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr.) 
required and EIS 
as needed 

energy reduction plan 
development 

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now    x  EIS with kiosk   

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS 
Track 

EMIS audit  x  
needs identified 
through audit EnMS Development 

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New 
Construction) 

       EIS   

Efficiency Vermont Monitoring 
Based Commissioning   CCx     BAS   

Efficiency Vermont Retuning    x  
EAD, BAS 
required   
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Organization and 
Program Name 

Program Elements 

Audits or 
Assessments 

Cx 
(Type) 

Customer 
Training 

Demand 
Response 

EMIS Type 
People and 

Policies 

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy 
Improvement 

custom by partners   x  

required or 
installed through 
program; type 
depends on 
needs 

EnMS development 

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With 
ENERGY STAR Pilot - Retail 
Energy Management Challenge 

custom by partners       
MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr.) 

EnMS development, 
energy reduction plan 
development 

National Grid 
Pay for Performance   

as 
proposed 
by service 
providers 

as proposed by 
service provider   as proposed by 

service provider   

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment ASHRAE Level 2   

provided tool 
kit, education 
campaign, and 
action plan 

  
MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr.) 

energy reduction plan 
development 

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking 

        

MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr. or 
Energy 
Performance 
Indicator) 

BMK report can guide 
development of 
energy reduction plan 

New Jersey's Clean Energy 
Program 
Pay for Performance 

custom by partners       MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr.) 

energy reduction plan 
development 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities 

  CCx     EAD   

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning 

  CCx depends on 
project 

  
as proposed by 
customer or 
partner 
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Organization and 
Program Name 

Program Elements 

Audits or 
Assessments 

Cx 
(Type) 

Customer 
Training 

Demand 
Response 

EMIS Type 
People and 

Policies 

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning 

  EBCx and 
CCx     

MEM (BMK 
required with ES 
Port. Mgr.); 
additonal EMIS 
depends on 
project 

  

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-
Commissioning 

ASHRAE Level 1; 
ASHRAE Level 2 

EBCx and 
optional 
CCx 

    MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr.) 

energy reduction plan 
development optional 

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation 
Manager 

custom, based on 
customer needs   x  EIS 

energy manager, 
EnMS development, 
energy reduction plan 
development 

Salt River Project 
SPATIA       EIS   

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and 
Technology Incentives for 
Demand Response 

DR audit    x BAS required   

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy 
Improvement 

custom, based on 
customer needs 

  x x 

MEM (BMK with 
ES Port. Mgr. or 
custom for 
industrial); may 
install EAD 

EnMS development, 
energy reduction plan 
development 

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems 
(CO) 

        BAS   
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Table 7.   Role of EMIS in Program Design 

Organization and 
Program Name 

Role of EMIS in Program Design 

Behavior 
Change 

Control 
Building 
Systems 

Customer 
Awareness, 
Education, 
Satisfaction 

Customer 
Screening 

Identify 
Energy 
Savings 

Opportunities 

Improve 
Persistence 

of 
Measures 

Measure 
Energy 

Consumption 
and Savings 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization     x x x 

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System 
and Energy Insights Online   x     

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial 
Program Portfolio (EMIS 
related elements) 

 x      

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage     x  x 

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now x  x     

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, 
EMIS Track   x  x x x 

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New 
Construction)   x    x 

Efficiency Vermont 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning  x      

Efficiency Vermont Retuning     x  x 
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Organization and 
Program Name 

Role of EMIS in Program Design 

Behavior 
Change 

Control 
Building 
Systems 

Customer 
Awareness, 
Education, 
Satisfaction 

Customer 
Screening 

Identify 
Energy 
Savings 

Opportunities 

Improve 
Persistence 

of 
Measures 

Measure 
Energy 

Consumption 
and Savings 

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy 
Improvement     

x 
 

x 

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With 
ENERGY STAR Pilot - Retail 
Energy Management 
Challenge 

    
x 

 
x 

National Grid 
Pay for Performance   

x 
 

x 
 

x 

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment   

x x 
   

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking     

x 
  

New Jersey's Clean Energy 
Program 
Pay for Performance     

x 
 

x 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities 

x 
   

x x x 

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning     

x x x 

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning   

x 
 

x x 
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Organization and 
Program Name 

Role of EMIS in Program Design 

Behavior 
Change 

Control 
Building 
Systems 

Customer 
Awareness, 
Education, 
Satisfaction 

Customer 
Screening 

Identify 
Energy 
Savings 

Opportunities 

Improve 
Persistence 

of 
Measures 

Measure 
Energy 

Consumption 
and Savings 

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-
Commissioning    

x x x 
 

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation 
Manager     

x 
 

x 

Salt River Project 
SPATIA   

x 
    

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and 
Technology Incentives for 
Demand Response 

 x      

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy 
Improvement   x  x   

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems 
(CO) 

 x      
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Table 8.   Target Customer 

Organization and 
Program Name 

Target Customer (Additional Characteristics May Apply) 

All C&I 
Peak Demand 

of Target 
Customer 

Square Footage of 
Target Customer 

BC Hydro 
Continuous Optimization 

  
 

>50K; must have BAS with 
DDC controls 

Commonwealth Edison 
Energy Usage Data System 
and Energy Insights Online 

x 
  

Consolidated Edison 
Commercial and Industrial 
Program Portfolio (EMIS 
related elements) 

less effective for 
customers with <100kW 
peak demand   

Duke Energy 
SmartBuilding Advantage    

>100K and >2.5 million kWh 
annual consumption 

Duke Energy 
Smart Energy Now     >10K 

Efficiency New Brunswick 
Large Industry Program, EMIS 
Track 

large industrial only - > 
50% of load process 
based 

>2MW average 
monthly peak 
demand 

 

Efficiency Vermont 
Core Performance (New 
Construction) 

   10K-70K sq. ft. 

Efficiency Vermont 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning 

medium to large 
customers     

Efficiency Vermont Retuning medium to large 
customers     

Energy Trust of Oregon 
Commercial Energy 
Improvement 

larger is preferable; 
multi-site is ideal   

Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) 
Building Performance With 
ENERGY STAR Pilot - Retail 
Energy Management 
Challenge 

regional retail chains 
only   

National Grid 
Pay for Performance 

medium to large 
customers preferred in 
institutional, 
educational, and 
healthcare segments 
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Organization and 
Program Name 

Target Customer (Additional Characteristics May Apply) 

All C&I 
Peak Demand 

of Target 
Customer 

Square Footage of 
Target Customer 

National Grid 
Whole Building Assessment 

  >300kW 
 

New Jersey Clean Energy 
Benchmarking 

x 
  

New Jersey's Clean Energy 
Program 
Pay for Performance 

  >100kW >50K 

NYSERDA 
Innovative Opportunities 

  
 

50K to 150K 

NYSERDA 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning 

minimum project size 
(savings) applies  

  

Pacific Gas and Electric 
Monitoring Based 
Commissioning 

  >500kW >100K 

Pepco 
Existing Buildings Retro-
Commissioning 

  
 

>75K 

Puget Sound Energy 
Resource Conservation 
Manager 

  
 

> 3 million sq. ft. and $2 
million resource spend 

Salt River Project 
SPATIA 

large C&I 
  

San Diego Gas and Electric 
Technical Assistance and 
Technology Incentives for 
Demand Response 

  

20kW+ eligible for 
technology 
incentives; 3+ 
consecutive months 
of >100kW demand 
for technical 
assistance 

 

Southern California Edison 
Continuous Energy 
Improvement 

  
>500kW or 100K 
therms (annual 
consumption)  

Xcel Energy 
Efficiency Controls (MN) 
Energy Management Systems 
(CO) 

preferably projects with 
>= 10kW 100K kWh 
savings   
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5 Contributing Organizations 
 

5.1 BC Hydro Continuous Optimization 
Type Utility, crown corporation. 

Territory 1.8 million electric customers in British Columbia, of which 
approximately 80K are commercial. 

Website 
http://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/commercial/continu
ous_optimization.html 

5.1.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Continuous Optimization (C.Op.) 

Program Contact 

Graham Henderson 

Graham.Henderson@bchydro.com 

604-453-6471 

Program Description 

The Continuous Optimization program takes a holistic, two-
pronged approach to tune up buildings and then maintain the 
energy savings over time. First, buildings are recommissioned 
(EBCx) to get them operating as intended. Then, an energy 
management and information system (EMIS) is set up to 
facilitate ongoing energy management practices. The program 
develops ongoing relationships with customers, and the 
customer remains in the program as long as they are getting 
value from it. 

Program Start Date 2008 

Program End Date Ongoing, subject to business case review. 

Program Budget and Cycle First business case was $15.6 million (2008-August 2011); 
second was $11.6 million (to August 2014). 

Program Status Active. 

5.1.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Energy savings through EBCx (cost-effective kWh savings over 
a stream of years, specific target not identified); transform the 
building operations market (no metric identified); educate 
customers on effective and quantifiable building performance 
metrics. 

http://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/commercial/continuous_optimization.html�
http://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/commercial/continuous_optimization.html�
mailto:Graham.Henderson@bchydro.com�
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Program Design Strategy 

Harvest savings from existing building operations through 
EBCx and ensure those savings persist through EMIS. 

Minimize risk to customer related to EBCx and EMIS 
implementation. 

Target Customer 

Buildings with 50,000 square feet or more and a building 
automation system (BAS) with direct digital controls (DDC). 

No requirements for specific benchmarking scores or energy 
use intensity. These were considered, however, it was 
determined that there are cost-effective opportunities in every 
building, especially when averaged over the program, so there 
is no need to exclude any buildings on this basis. In addition, 
high participation is key to market transformation, so 
excluding buildings on the basis of benchmarking would 
detract from meeting market transformation objectives. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer is required to implement EBCx measures with a 
two-year simple payback or better. The customer must also 
have a key account manager. Many customers also take 
advantage of another BC Hydro program for a fully funded 
energy manager, so many of the customers also have energy 
managers. The customer must keep the EMIS up to date, 
provide EMIS reports to BC Hydro, respond to and validate 
EMIS warnings, and provide BC Hydro investigation plans 
when warnings arise. 

Customer training is not provided on EBCx. Customer training 
is provided for the EMIS and how to interpret EMIS metrics. 
BC Hydro is proposing an EMIS training curriculum and all 
EMIS vendors have training courses available. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Key account managers in utility are responsible for engaging 
customers and are the main stream for entry into the 
programs. Word of mouth is another strategy. The marketing 
budget is minimal. 

Because the program and incentive design minimizes the risk 
to the customer, the barriers to entry into the program are very 
low, and almost all customers approached have agreed to 
enter the program. 

Incentive Design 

Incentives fund specific, easy to quantify activities. 

EBCx incentives are paid to the customer in phases upon 
completion of each phase. No incentives are provided for 
implementation of EBCx measures with a two-year simple 
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payback or better. 

The EMIS contract goes through BC Hydro and is provided at 
no cost to the customer. 

Incentive streams are disassociated from savings so that the 
customer’s risk is minimized—the customer does not win or 
lose more based on the outcome. This design also mitigates 
program risk related to ongoing measurement and verification 
and classification and quantification of savings for the 
measures implemented. BC Hydro tested incentive designs 
tied to savings in 2004 and could not overcome the barriers 
related to whether or not, and how much, BC Hydro could pay 
for each measure. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

The program operates with two sets of trade allies. 

1) EBCx providers with a focus on building operations, 
including a high degree of BAS and DDC expertise. 
Qualifications include experience with building design, 
operations, modeling, programming, and DDC systems.  

2) EMIS vendors provide the hardware, software, and 
installation services for the EMIS. The role may expand to 
include EMIS training and coaching to meet market 
transformation goals. 

BC Hydro provides EBCx consultants with reporting templates 
developed by PECI and high level EBCx training on EBCx 
scope of work and phases. 

BC Hydro provides EMIS partners with custom developed 
EMIS reporting template. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None right now. Preliminary discussions under way with local 
gas utilities to offer an integrated program. 

No national platforms are leveraged in this program. ISO 
50001 developments are being followed for potential future 
consideration. 

No national benchmarking tools are used. See eligibility 
criteria for more on logic around not using benchmarking 
platforms. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

None right now. There are three main tracks for commercial 
programs: retrofits, operations, and behavior. Continuous 
Optimization is the only program occupying the operations 
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space. 

5.1.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

EBCx partners visit customer sites to ensure the customer 
implemented the measures identified and identify any changes 
to the measures or installed cost. A final EBCx report is issued. 

The savings outcome is verified through the EMIS. Customers 
are required to periodically submit reports on a variety of 
metrics from the EMIS. 

Baseline Methodology 

EBCx partners are required to roll up estimated savings from 
all measures to the whole building level. 

The EMIS sets the baseline and serves as the measurement and 
verification tool. To do this, the EMIS must be in place for nine 
months prior to implementing any measures or doing any 
substantial capital improvements (although we don’t ask the 
customer to be completely static). The EMIS collects energy 
consumption, outdoor air temperature, day of week, and time 
data, and builds two models. The first is a business as usual 
baseline. The second is for the post-implementation condition, 
or new best practice scenario. The business as usual baseline is 
compared to the post-implementation model to quantify EBCx 
related savings. The best practice model is compared with 
ongoing performance to identify building performance 
anomalies and flag when there may be an issue (when the 
building strays from the best practice scenario), thereby 
supporting the persistence of the EBCx savings. This 
methodology is consistent with IPMVP Option C. 

Program Evaluation 
Timing and Methodology 

Management review every three years; first program 
evaluation planned for spring 2012. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Metrics: Cost plus utility cost (utility cost is 3.3 cents/kWh), 
RIM benefit / cost ratio = 0.8, TRC benefit / cost ratio = 2.8 

Granularity: Overall program must be cost-effective. 

5.1.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2008 - January 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

119 customers; 465 sites; 66.8 million square feet. 

# of Sites Through Entire 260 sites. 
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Program 

# of Sites completed 
Investigation Stage 

105 sites. 

# of Sites completed 
Implementation Stage 

17 sites. 

Total # of Qualified 
Partners 

35 EBCx partners representing 19 firms; four EMIS partners. 

# of Active Partners 12 EBCx partners; one EMIS partner is local and responsible 
for about 95% of projects. 

Program Costs to Date 
Customer implementation cost is about 31 cents per square 
foot; costs are driven by EBCx and EMIS services. 

Program Savings to Date 

86 GWh (equivalent annual run rate) for all projects 
participating. Estimated savings is 8.4% on electric, about 1.6 
kWh per square foot; gas savings is 15.0%, about 8.6 
MJ/square foot. Statistics based on 93 energy studies. 

Key Success Factors 

Program offer and positioning: how the program handles risk 
and parses out responsibility. The offer is compelling to 
customers both from a risk perspective (customer’s risk is 
minimized) and a results perspective. Customers are not very 
interested in EBCx, but they are very interested in energy 
management, so bundling the two meets both program and 
customer needs. 

Having a local EMIS partner of very high quality was a game 
changer. 

Barriers and Risks 

The primary program risk is capturing the estimated savings 
expected in a cost-effective way. 

Making sure customers continue to understand and value 
EMIS. 

Uncertainty related to whether or not the EMIS exception 
reporting will reliably identify energy consumption anomalies 
and lead to persistent savings. 

It is challenging to qualify EBCx partners because the scope of 
work for EBCx is so loosely defined. 

Future Plans 
Expand to new construction. 

Add a small and medium business option (C.Op Lite). 
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Incorporate BC Hydro Smart Metering Infrastructure meters to 
send data directly from BC Hydro meter data management 
systems to participating vendors, allowing for reduced EMIS 
installation costs. 

Begin to pilot C.Op v2.0, and redefine the EBCx component. 

5.1.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type Energy anomaly detection (EAD) / advanced energy 
information system. 

EMIS Purpose 
Monitoring, targeting, and reporting; detection of anomalies in 
energy consumption. 

EMIS Support Free installation, training. 

5.1.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
This program design is resulting in cost-effective savings and happy customers. However, 
not all local conditions may be favorable to this approach. The program approach pushes the 
envelope in many different ways, including a new way of looking at measurement and 
verification, the addition of EMIS technology, integration of utility revenue metering, 
development of new relationships, and methodology to claim savings in real time. 

A primary challenge was developing relationships and integrating the program with the 
utility revenue metering department. This is a critical relationship. 

Ensure all of the pieces are in place before launch because market uptake is ferocious and 
challenging to keep up with.  The addition of a fully funded EMIS was a major driver in 
market uptake. 

A detailed scope of work and training plan for EBCx providers may support qualification of 
and consistency among EBCx providers. 

The program is still learning which EMIS metrics are of most value. Follow LBNL work on 
this topic for the latest research on this. 
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5.2 Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) Energy Usage Data system and 
Energy Insights Online 

Type Utility providing electric service to 3.8 million customers, of 
which 365K are commercial and 2K are industrial. 

Territory Northern Illinois. 

Website https://www.comed.com 

5.2.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Energy Usage Data System and Energy Insights Online 

Program Contact 

Kevin Bricknell 

kevin.bricknell@comed.com 

630-437-3118 

Program Description 

ComEd’s Energy Usage Data System and Energy Insights 
Online serve as a “welcome center” to ComEd’s other 
programs. 

The Energy Usage Data System allows customers to 
aggregate energy usage data of commercial buildings, 
automatically upload that data to ENERGY STAR© Portfolio 
Manager, and benchmark buildings. 

Energy Insights Online is an energy information system that 
allows customers to monitor electricity consumption and 
then translates the data into easy to understand graphs and 
reports, accessible online, enabling customers to understand 
what drives electricity consumption at their facilities. 

Program Start Date 

Energy Usage Data System: In 2006 and 2007, ComEd gave 
the information provided through the Energy Usage Data 
System to a small group of customers via a manual process. 
In June 2008, when ComEd began offering energy efficiency 
and demand response programs, ComEd developed the 
Energy Usage Data System into an energy efficiency 
program offering. In July 2009, ComEd launched version 2.0, 
which includes automated benchmarking with ENERGY 
STAR Portfolio Manager. 

Energy Insights Online has existed in its current form since 
2003. Prior to June 2008, when ComEd started energy 
efficiency and demand response programs, it was a fee based 
program. In June 2008 ComEd began offering it free of 

https://www.comed.com/�
mailto:kevin.bricknell@comed.com�
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charge as part of their energy efficiency programs. Energy 
Insights Online also supports ComEd’s demand response 
programs. 

Program End Date Ongoing, subject to program approvals in three-year 
planning cycles. 

Program Budget and Cycle 

Budget year four began in June 2011. For years 4-6, ComEd 
estimates the budget for the two programs together to be 
approximately $500K annually, including administrative 
support, contractual agreements to maintain IT support, and 
advertising and promotion. The budget is on three-year 
cycles. 

Program Status Active. 

5.2.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

For the 2012 calendar year, staff goals are: 

Energy Usage Data System: 400 new building enrollments. 

Energy Insights Online: 400 new customer enrollments. 

Because these programs do not directly result in energy 
savings, kWh savings goals do not apply. 

Energy Usage Data System Metrics: number of building 
managers enrolled, number of buildings benchmarked, 
number of data requests. 

Energy Insights Online Metrics: number of enrollments using 
the tool. In 2012, ComEd is looking to measure how many 
customers are not only enrolled, but using the tool, taking 
advantage of other programs, and what the savings are from 
customers using this tool and then taking advantage of other 
programs. 

Program Design Strategy 

The Energy Usage Data System and Energy Insights Online 
are designed to be a “welcome center” for customers. 
Customers can leverage these tools to understand their 
energy usage, including how their energy usage compares to 
their peers and what is driving their energy consumption, 
and then based on this information, identify what 
improvements and programs can support them to meet their 
energy goals. It is important to differentiate between the 
welcome center approach these programs take and the 
gateway approach of other programs. Because these 
programs are a welcome center and not a gateway, 
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customers that have already determined what actions they 
want to take regarding their energy consumption and energy 
efficiency programs are not required to use these services 
prior to entering other programs. 

Target Customer All C&I customers. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customers request and use tools. 

Customers and account managers are provided 
documentation on tools as follows: 

The Energy Usage Data System includes online instructions 
on tool use and interfacing with ENERGY STAR Portfolio 
Manager. 

Energy Insights Online includes a user’s manual with step-
by-step instructions on functions. 

Addition support is available through account managers, via 
e-mail, on-site training, and personal support. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Customers are recruited primarily through account 
managers (about 70 individuals) and traditional marketing 
approaches like bill inserts and a monthly newsletter, Energy 
at Work. Marketing through e-mail has also been done on 
occasion. Training webinars are provided for customers to 
learn more. Information is available on the ComEd website. 

ComEd is also considering promoting these tools through 
other energy efficiency programs. 

Incentive Design The two tools are offered free of charge. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

ComEd works closely with an IT partner and an 
administrative partner. The IT partner provides the technical 
expertise for the programs and support both ComEd staff 
and customers on use of tools. The administrative partner 
supports the customer through the administrative part of the 
program, such as gaining access to the tools. The two 
partners are under contract with ComEd. EPA has been an 
important partner in expanding the Energy Usage Data 
System to include automated benchmarking through 
Portfolio Manager. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager is a key element of the 
Energy Usage Data System. 

Program Coordination These two offerings funnel customers to other energy 
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(Internal)  efficiency programs. They are not required elements of other 
programs. 

5.2.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance Approach Not applicable. 

Baseline Methodology Not applicable. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Both programs are internally reviewed monthly; program 
evaluation is expected on the entire program portfolio, not 
just these tools. 

Cost-effectiveness Cost-effectiveness will be evaluated at the portfolio level. 

5.2.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 

Status for what time period 
Year One (6/1/2008 – 5/31/2009); Year Two (6/1/2009 – 
5/31/2010); Year Three (6/1/2010 - 5/31/2011); Year Four 
YTD (6/1/2011 – 2/6/2012) 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Energy Usage Data System: 

Years one, two, three and four through 2/6/2012: 507 
building managers using the tool benchmarking 2489 
buildings with 12,939 data requests. 

Year one: 169 building managers using the tool on 363 
buildings, resulting in 1,411 data requests. 

Year two: 181 additional building managers started using the 
tool on 981 additional buildings, resulting in an additional 
4,296 data requests. 

Year three: 103 additional building managers started using 
the tool on 1,145 additional buildings, resulting in an 
additional 7,232 data requests. 

Year four YTD: 54 additional building managers started 
using the tool on 384 additional buildings, resulting in an 
additional 5,752 data requests. 

 

Energy Insights Online: 

Years one, two, three and four through 2/6/2012 
enrollments: approximately 3,700. 

Year one enrollments: approximately 1,700. 
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Year two enrollments: approximately 1,200. 

Year three enrollments: approximately  625. 

Year four YTD enrollments: approximately 160. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Not applicable. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Not applicable. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Not applicable. 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date Not provided. 

Program Savings to Date Not applicable. 

Key Success Factors Tools empower customers. 

Barriers and Risks 

Accessing customer data – ComEd’s data is housed in the 
utility billing system. 

Development of effective tools for customer to access and 
understand data – ComEd’s billing system information 
needed to be transformed into understandable and 
actionable information through the user interface. 

The reason for undertaking benchmarking (for example, due 
to a mandate versus for customer satisfaction reasons) may 
impact the barriers, risks, and approach taken. 

Future Plans 

Analyze the roles of these tools in the overall commercial 
portfolio, including assessment of how many customers are 
using the tools as a first step into making efficiency 
improvements and the levels of savings resulting from 
customers using these tools. 

5.2.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Energy Usage Data System: monthly energy monitoring 
(MEM) and benchmarking (BMK). 

Energy Insights Online: energy information system (EIS). 

EMIS Purpose Raise customer awareness, educate customers, customer 
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satisfaction. 

EMIS Support Provided free of charge with training and ongoing support 
as needed. 

5.2.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Development of these tools requires significant collaboration with metering and billing 
departments, customers, EPA, call center staff, account managers, and others. Once you’ve 
assessed what you have and what you are mandated or plan to do, it is critical to get all 
stakeholders at the table before you head down a specific path to identify any issues up 
front. 
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5.3 Consolidated Edison (ConEd) Commercial and Industrial Program 
Portfolio (EMIS related elements) 

Type Electric, natural gas, and steam utility serving 3 million 
customers, of which approximately 500K are commercial. 

Territory New York City and Westchester County, NY 

Website http://www.coned.com/ 

5.3.1 General Program Information 

Program Name 
Commercial and Industrial Program Portfolio (EMIS related 
elements) 

Program Contact 

Dave Pospisil 

pospisild@coned.com 

212-460-2429 

Program Description 

ConEd provides two pathways to support continuous energy 
improvement (CEI) or energy management and information 
systems (EMIS): prescriptive and custom. 

Prescriptive: ConEd provides prescriptive incentives 
equivalent to 50% of the installed cost of building 
automation systems (BAS), provided the project meets 
cost/benefit test requirements. 

Custom: Market partners or customers may propose CEI or 
EMIS projects. ConEd will buy back the first year of savings. 
ConEd does not approve specific technologies or vendors 
through this program, but instead specific projects. 

Program Start Date Base C&I program began mid-2010. 

Program End Date December 31, 2015 

Program Budget and Cycle 

C&I portfolio is $48.5 million per year, includes prescriptive 
and custom, electric and gas; gas is about 12% of budget, 
electric 88%; about 80% prescriptive, 20% custom; budget 
cycle runs through the end of 2015. 

Program Status Active. 

5.3.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Savings targets are at the portfolio level as follows: 

Custom programs: 9,000 MWh; 36,000 decatherms. 

http://www.coned.com/�
mailto:pospisild@coned.com�
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Prescriptive: 66,000 MWh; 55,0000 decatherms. 

Additional targets around equitable distribution of program 
dollars related to geography and customer size. 

Program Design Strategy Provide a mix of prescriptive and custom pathways for 
customers to improve energy efficiency. 

Target Customer 

All commercial and industrial customers. 

Custom program is typically less effective for customers with 
less than 100kW demand. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

May work with market partners or directly with ConEd 
using internal staff. Training and tools provided depends on 
project and customer. Larger customers may receive training 
and tools similar to market partners. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Through market partners and on program website. 

Incentive Design 
Custom: based on evaluation of the project application. 
Incentives are paid in full after post-installation inspection. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Partners play a significant role in bringing projects to 
program. Direct sales force of 25 business development 
managers target market partners (across all C&I programs). 
Offer market partner seminars. Provide a tool to help 
partners develop incentive offers, calculate the internal rate 
of return, payback, carbon reduction estimates, etc. Partner 
recognition program. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Coordinate with National Grid (gas supplier in part of 
ConEd territory) to encourage comprehensive projects; US 
Green Building Council pilot program providing LEED 
points for demand response. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

BAS program participants asked to take a comprehensive 
approach and consider incorporating demand response 
strategies into the BAS and entering ConEd’s demand 
response program. 

5.3.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance Approach Post-implementation inspection. 

Baseline Methodology 
Prescriptive BAS program is measure based, relies on 
deemed savings values. 

For custom program, develop energy models for baseline 
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condition and post-implementation condition. Energy 
modeling is done using industry accepted tools like EQuest 
and Trace. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

2011 (about 1 to 1.5 years after program start). A third-party 
entity will sample customers, verifying equipment 
installation for some, metering consumption for others. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Metric: Total resource cost (TRC) test. A TRC of one or better 
is acceptable. 

Granularity: Individual projects must be cost-effective. 

5.3.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period Mid-2009 to 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Not provided. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Not provided. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Not provided. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Not provided. 

Total # of Qualified Partners About 300 over a variety of different disciplines program-
wide (not just BAS). 

# of Active Partners About 20% of partners are responsible for 80% of program 
activity. 

Program Costs to Date Not provided. 

Program Savings to Date Not provided. 

Key Success Factors 

Ease of use. 

Excellent customer service. 

Trained staff supporting customers and market partners. 

Barriers and Risks 

Inflexibility in programs: getting changes approved in 
program is extremely difficult to impossible. 

The current regulatory framework makes it challenging to 
support comprehensive solutions because electric energy 
efficiency, gas energy efficiency, and demand response 
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budgets are all separate. 

Future Plans 

Pull common measures out of custom program. 

Request regulators combine prescriptive and custom 
program goals into a single goal for each fuel. 

5.3.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 
Building automation system (BAS) for prescriptive program; 
any for custom program. 

EMIS Purpose Operational savings. 

EMIS Support 
Incentives for equipment and installation; asking market 
partners to provide comprehensive training to customer, 
incented as part of installed cost. 

5.3.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Market partners need to understand what the program aims to accomplish and what 
supporting documents and metrics are needed. 

Wireless technology is bringing more value to EMIS by bringing the installation costs down. 
ConEd redesigned incentives based on these changes, changing from providing incentives 
for 70% of the equipment cost (and no incentives for installation) to 50% of the total installed 
cost. 
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5.4 Duke Energy SmartBuilding Advantage 

Type Investor owned utility serving over 4 million electric 
customers and 400K gas customers. 

Territory Indiana, Kentucky, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina 

Website www.duke-energy.com 

5.4.1 General Program Information 
Program Name SmartBuilding Advantage 

Program Contact 

Tom Fenimore 

tom.fenimore@duke-energy.com 

704-373-4791 

Program Description 

SmartBuilding Advantage employs a whole building, 
integrated approach designed to leverage energy usage 
information, on-site assessments and custom incentives to 
realize maximum energy efficiency for customer facilities. 
Customers partner with Duke Energy certified experts to 
identify opportunities for improvement in energy efficiency. 
Duke offsets research and implementation costs through its 
Smart Saver incentive program. Consulting and project 
management resources to assist in implementation of 
identified measures are made available to the owner in a 
separate contract between the owner and the vendor. 

Once target customers are identified and a participation 
agreement is signed, the customer begins phase one. Phase 
one consists of an ASHRAE Level 2 audit, including 
benchmarking of energy performance, evaluation of systems, 
and high level estimates of costs and savings. Costs of this 
phase are shared. Once it has been determined that 
opportunities exist to justify additional investment, the 
customer moves to phase two. Phase two involves an 
investment grade audit, including extensive energy logging, 
developing a full energy model, creating a schematic design, 
detailed cost and savings estimates, and an owner review and 
determination of Smart Saver incentives. Once the 
opportunities have been identified, building owners can 
receive Smart Saver incentives as they upgrade their systems 
to have more efficient equipment. The incentives help offset 
the initial cost and provide the incentive of greater energy 

http://www.duke-energy.com/�
mailto:tom.fenimore@duke-energy.com�
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savings down the road.  

Program Start Date Development began in 2009. 

Program End Date Expect to have built out the full business case by the end of 
2012. 

Program Budget and Cycle 
$3.3 million budget in 2012. This includes a larger 
development team than will be necessary in later years.  

Program Status Pilot. 

5.4.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

The goal of the pilot is to develop a business case for whole 
building programs that provide customers energy 
assessments, engineering expertise, and incentives to enhance 
energy efficiency.  

The pilot is currently operating as part of the overall energy 
efficiency program within Duke Energy since it is using 
programs and incentives offered as part of Smart Saver. Goals 
for contribution from impacts in 2012 are 8.5 MWh, with an 
expected contribution of 14+ MWh in 2012 (as of February 
2012).  The program aims to have 48 customers participate per 
year. 

Program Design Strategy 
Support customers in identification of opportunities for 
improvement in energy efficiency to drive them to existing 
incentive programs. 

Target Customer 

Building owners committed to investing in energy efficiency 
projects, with an aggregate space of more than 100,000 square 
feet, energy consumption of more than 2.5 million kWh/year, 
and comfortable with a simple payback of 2-5 years. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer must sign participation agreement. Customer is 
responsible for implementation of measures identified to 
collect Smart Saver Incentives. Should customer not move 
forward to implementation they reimburse Duke Energy for 
50% of the cost of the assessments. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Duke has a commissioned sales force that works to sign new 
customers. They network with people, participate in specific 
marketing efforts, look for “tall buildings,” and use 
connections with contractors. Segment managers at Duke also 
promote the program.  
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Incentive Design 

The first phase of the program, the ASHRAE Level 2 audit, is 
done on a 50/50 cost share basis and usually runs about 
$10,000. The second phase, the investment grade audit on 
areas in which the customer wants to go forward, is also done 
as a 50/50 cost share. Then, if the customer implements the 
measures identified, they can receive additional incentives, 
which offset the customer’s share of the audit costs. The intent 
is for the program to recoup some of the costs while also 
keeping the customer’s cash flow positive. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Third-party engineering contractors provide the expertise for 
assessments and engineering design of the energy 
conservation measures for the customer.  

Duke Energy business development managers assist the 
customers through all stages of the process. 

Customers have complete freedom on which implementation 
contractors and engineering providers they use. However, 
most customers use the Duke Energy assessment vendor to 
provide engineering services during implementation. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Duke Energy provides vendor training on the program, rates, 
and incentive programs. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Segment managers stimulate the market and provide sales 
leads to the business development managers. Since the 
business development manager role is new to Duke Energy in 
the energy efficiency marketplace, there has been some 
confusion with account management regarding programs. 
The efforts to integrate this process and establish roles and 
responsibilities are ongoing.  

5.4.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Business development managers are responsible for customer 
care throughout the process and participate in weekly project 
meetings with internal project managers and outside 
consultants.  

Assessment reports are submitted to subject matter experts 
within Duke Energy and the business development managers 
for input, comments, and recommendations. Duke Energy 
must approve all assessment reports before submission to the 
customer.  

Baseline Methodology The initial baseline is developed from existing 12 month 
history of energy usage and interval meter data, if available. 
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The data is normalized for weather. If an interval meter is not 
in place, it is installed during the early stages of the 
assessment process to assist in the development of load profile 
data for the facility. 

Measurement and verification is done randomly on a subset 
of projects by a third party as required by the Utilities 
Commission. The most common method is IPMVP Option C, 
however IPMVP Options A and B were also used during the 
pilot phase of SmartBuilding Advantage in 2010 and 2011. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

The business case development is expected to be completed 
by the end of 2012. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Duke Energy is currently developing the business case to 
prove the cost-effectiveness of the overall program. Each 
project is individually evaluated in the customer incentive 
determination stage to make sure the Utility Cost Tests (UCT) 
are met.    

5.4.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2011-February 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

52 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Three in 2011, eight customers identified for 2012. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

22 initial assessments completed, nine initial assessments in 
progress, 11 investment grade assessments completed, 19 
investment grade assessments in progress. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Not applicable. 

Total # of Qualified Partners Three business developers. 

# of Active Partners Three business developers. 

Program Costs to Date Not provided. 

Program Savings to Date 
60+ million kWh impacts identified; 14 Million kWh to be 
implemented in 2012 with larger kWh impact contributions to 
be provided in later years. 

Key Success Factors 
Business development managers. 

Vendor and brand neutrality. 
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Customers may use vendors and contractors they are familiar 
with. 

Barriers and Risks 

Customer engagement programs are expensive; the expense 
of program and impacts may not align; low cost energy makes 
payback time longer; the timeline for the program from start 
to finish is relatively long (about two years); patience of 
management and regulators necessary for success.  

Future Plans TBD 

5.4.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Energy information system (EIS) with interval meter data 
(Energy Profiler Online). 

 The ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager score is provided as 
part of the assessment process. 

A separate energy information system is installed only if 
requested by the customer. Duke Energy will be piloting some 
energy information system projects in a separate development 
project in 2012. 

EMIS Purpose 

EIS is used to evaluate meter data and establish baselines. 

Benchmarking provides an understanding of how each facility 
performs against facilities of common usage and geography. 
From the benchmarking information it is possible to establish 
the possible efficiency improvement that can be made. 

EMIS Support Duke Energy provides interval meter data to the vendors, if 
available, along with billing history. 

5.4.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Programs are labor intensive and require a dedicated sales staff to implement. Large 
commercial buildings are complex and require a systems approach. Owners have a difficult 
time assembling resources to do this kind of work, and utilities are uniquely positioned to 
provide it under energy efficiency programs. The neutral vendor approach of programs like 
this is attractive to owners. They are wary of vendors who have equipment to sell on the 
backside of assessments. 
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5.5 Duke Energy  Smart Energy Now℠ 

Type Investor owned utility serving over 4 million electric 
customers and 400K gas customers. 

Territory Indiana, Kentucky, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina 

Website www.duke-energy.com 

5.5.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Smart Energy Now℠ (part of Envision Charlotte) 

Program Contact Not Available. See program filing for more information. 

Program Description 

Smart Energy Now is a pillar of the Envision Charlotte 
sustainability initiative. Envision Charlotte is a collaborative 
partnership between Duke Energy, Cisco Systems Inc., and 
Charlotte Center City Partners to establish a smart grid in 
uptown Charlotte and reduce energy use among the largest 
buildings in the urban core by about 20% over five years. It 
also includes initiatives to cut water use, solid waste, and 
carbon emissions. 

Program Start Date Smart Energy Now was approved in February 2011. Envision 
Charlotte was launched in 2010. 

Program End Date Approved through 2013. 

Program Budget and Cycle 
$2,729,988  

2011-2013  

Program Status Pilot. 

5.5.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Reduce energy consumption of commercial buildings within 
Charlotte Center City by using innovative technologies to 
encourage energy efficiency and behavior change. 

Demonstrate that customers receiving building energy 
performance and information on aggregate community 
energy performance will change their behavior to create 
energy savings. 

170 customers in 75 office buildings (minimum 10K square 
feet). This is about 80% of the Center City office space (in 
square feet). 

Test various forms of building owner and tenant engagement 

http://www.duke-energy.com/�
http://ncuc.commerce.state.nc.us/cgi-bin/webview/senddoc.pgm?dispfmt=&itype=Q&authorization=&parm2=2AAAAA87201B&parm3=000133843�
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and education strategies. Goal is to demonstrate 3-5% 
behavior related energy savings. 

Program Design Strategy 

Provide building occupants and managers detailed 
information on building energy consumption, how their 
building energy performance compares with the energy 
performance of that of the aggregate community, and 
actionable recommendations to reduce energy consumption 
on digital displays in buildings. Use various behavior change 
methods to bring out desired changes related to energy 
consumption. 

Target Customer Occupants and managers of commercial buildings with 10K 
square feet or more in Charlotte Center City. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer must agree to disclose energy use data to enable the 
program to provide aggregated community energy 
information through digital displays in the main lobby of 
participating buildings and public displays. They must also 
agree to participate in measurement and verification and 
surveys throughout the pilot and agree to have installed 
necessary metering to record energy usage on a near-real-time 
basis. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

$840,000 communications budget over three years for targeted 
outreach and education to building owners, managers, and 
occupants and a broad awareness and public relations 
campaign at the local, regional, and national level to broadcast 
the community’s leadership and encourage participants to 
achieve greater energy savings. Potential marketing materials 
and channels include targeted newsletters, public displays, 
case studies, pledges, competitions, training sessions, and 
academic partnerships. 

Incentive Design No direct incentives. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Unknown. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  Envision Charlotte collaborative. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  Unknown. 
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5.5.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Unknown. 

Baseline Methodology 

Time series based statistical usage analysis of program 
participants will be conducted and compared to the usage 
expected in the absence of behavior change. Where pre- and 
post- measurements are not possible, engineering estimates or 
DOE-II building simulation estimates may be relied upon. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology In conjunction with overall program evaluation. 

Cost-effectiveness 
Metrics: UCT (2.13); TRC (2.13); RIM (1.14) 

Granularity: The overall program must be cost-effective. 

5.5.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period October 31, 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

67 buildings; 6,338 people as of March 15, 2012. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

35 live buildings. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

32 buildings. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Unknown. 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date 

Estimated total cost of program is $2,729,988. These costs do 
not include the cost of digital displays (donated), installing 
smart grid metering infrastructure, or Envision Charlotte 
marketing costs. 

Program Savings to Date Unknown. 

Key Success Factors TBD. 

Barriers and Risks 
Tenants’ lack of time, engagement, or motivation, and tenant 
turnover. 

Future Plans TBD. 
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5.5.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 
EMIS Type Energy information system (EIS) with kiosk displays 

EMIS Purpose Motivate building owners, managers, and occupants to reduce 
energy consumption. 

EMIS Support Free installation. 

5.5.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
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5.6 Efficiency New Brunswick Large Industry Program, EMIS Track 

Type 

Efficiency New Brunswick is a Crown Corporation 
established by the government of the province of New 
Brunswick, Canada to promote and support energy efficiency 
in New Brunswick across all sectors (residential, commercial 
and institutional, and industrial) and for all fuel sources. 
There are currently 700 commercial customers enrolled in the 
Energy Smart program, 35 small and medium industrial 
customers, and 26 large industrial customers. 

Territory New Brunswick, Canada 

Website www.efficiencynb.ca 

5.6.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Large Industry Program 

Program Contact 
Beth Herron 

Beth.herron@gnb.ca 

Program Description 

There are three key pillars to the Efficiency NB Industry 
Program: capital projects, energy management information 
systems (EMIS), and capacity building. (Note: the use of 
“EMIS” in this program differs from its use in this document 
as a whole. See below for more information on the meaning of 
EMIS for this program.) 

EMIS is a performance management system that makes 
energy information visible to various levels of an industrial 
facility. The EMIS audit forces a holistic approach to energy 
management from meters and software to the overall 
management procedures, training, and communication. 
Efficiency NB provides 100% funding of $15,000 for EMIS 
audits; 50% funding for EMIS implementation plans (up to 
$35,000) and 50% funding for EMIS implementation (up to 
$100,000).  

Guidance material is available on how to conduct an EMIS 
audit and how to create an EMIS implementation plan.  

Program Start Date January 2008 

Program End Date TBD 

Program Budget and Cycle Overall industrial program budget for 2011-2012 is C$2.3 
million, including all funding for EMIS, capital projects 

http://www.efficiencynb.ca/�
mailto:beth.herron@gnb.ca�
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(studies only) and the Small and Medium Industrial program. 
The budget cycle follows the provincial government April 1-
March 31 budget cycle. 

Program Status 
Large Industrial Program agreements are currently in place 
until March 31, 2012. Awaiting budget cycle to determine next 
steps for program (as of February 2012). 

5.6.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

The ultimate goal of the Large Industry Program is one of 
market transformation; to lay the groundwork for a self-
sustaining and commercially viable energy efficiency 
marketplace that will eventually perpetuate itself without 
government program support. 

The agency-wide target to reduce energy consumption in the 
province is 5250 TJ.  

Program Design Strategy 

Although most industries have invested extensively in 
hardware and software to monitor and control their processes, 
a comprehensive approach to EMIS that encompasses 
technology, people and the fundamentals of statistical 
analysis for the purpose of monitoring, targeting, and 
reporting is uncommon. Based on our research, we discovered 
that EMIS has been very difficult to sell to management due to 
the difficulty in projecting the savings in a way that creates 
confidence in management in the return on investment (ROI). 
We therefore created a comprehensive EMIS audit step which 
creates a business case for EMIS. The program funds 100% of 
an EMIS audit (up to $15,000) in order to get the preliminary 
ROI onto the table for management to see. EMIS acts as a 
catalyst to bring management, technical, and operations 
personnel into a unified discussion about improving energy 
performance.  

Target Customer 

Large industrial customers with electrical consumption 
greater than 2 MW average monthly peak demand. The Large 
Industry program targets companies with over 50% of energy 
going to process load, such as pulp and paper, food 
processing, and wood manufacturing companies. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Efficiency NB’s EMIS program has been developed in 
partnership with our participants.  We provide a framework 
and incentive structure and work with participants to develop 
guidance material and tools to help them through the stages. 
Each EMIS implementation teaches us something new. This 
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allows us to feed the lessons learned into the next 
participant’s experience. Tools created include: 

EMIS Audit Manual 

EMIS Implementation Planning Manual 

EMIS Audit RFP 

EMIS Business case Tool 

EMIS Regression Analysis Tool 

EMIS 101 - An Introduction to EMIS workshop 

EMIS 102 - How to Conduct an EMIS Audit workshop 

EMIS 201 – Advanced Data Analysis and Target Setting for 
EMIS 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Account advisors work from a target list of companies 
developed through market scans, with the small and medium 
industrial group, and with the utility. They cold call by phone, 
set up appointments, and then present to hopefully senior 
management about the program. It is a highly interactive and 
custom approach.  

Incentive Design 

Efficiency NB provides 100% funding of $15,000 for EMIS 
Audits; 50% funding for EMIS implementation plans (up to 
$35,000) and 50% funding for EMIS implementation (up to 
$100,000). 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

We worked extensively with partners to develop the above 
tools and have since worked with Natural Resources Canada 
to make the manuals available across Canada. We also have a 
clear mandate to work with the service sector to build their 
capacity in EMIS.  

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Participants must choose their own service providers to 
complete work as required.  

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

The EMIS program is part of the Large Industry Program at 
Efficiency NB and is administered internally by the Industry 
team. Account advisors work with participants who then 
contract their own service providers to perform audits, plans, 
and implementations. Incentive preapprovals and payments 
are carried out by industry advisors, sector manager or 
director, and program administration.  
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5.6.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Efficiency NB has various checks and balances to ensure 
quality throughout the EMIS process. Preapproval process 
allows screening of proposals and vetting of service provider 
qualifications. All proposals must state they will comply with 
Efficiency NB requirements. Audit and Implementation Plan 
Reports have clear guidelines and requirements as well as 
guidance material to ensure they have the tools to comply. 
Hands–on account management provides necessary coaching 
and assistance.  

Baseline Methodology 

The EMIS Audit Report outlines current energy use before 
EMIS implementation. Data, analysis, and reporting work 
ensures baselines and targets are set to accurately track 
savings. Each participant will have a custom developed 
methodology based on their unique business, with unique 
target equations and models based on energy drivers. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

The Large Industry program is having both a process and 
impact evaluation performed in 2012/2013. 

Cost-Effectiveness No formal metrics set up at this time. Provide these on an ad 
hoc basis as needed.  

5.6.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period January 2008-December 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

20 doing EMIS work (out of 26 in overall large industrial 
program) . 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Five 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Eight 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Seven 

Total # of Qualified Partners Eight service providers who have provided EMIS audit and 
planning support. 

# of Active Partners Eight 

Program Costs to Date $547k of incentives for EMIS in operation. 

Program Savings to Date 176 TJ for systems in operation (baseline versus actual 
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consumption). 

Key Success Factors 

Management commitment and involvement. 

Comprehensive EMIS audit which provides a solid business 
case for moving forward. 

Dedicated account management. 

Support tools, training and guidance. 

Access to qualified service providers. 

Audit report interpretation and “sales” step to move into 
implementation planning. 

Engaging a cross functional team including HR. 

Proper implementation planning. 

Training plan. 

Communications plan. 

Incentive structure that allows for defraying capital costs on 
implementation and training.  

Barriers and Risks 

Takes significant man power on part of participant. 

Huge risk in buying all the equipment and not following 
through with management processes. This results in failure. 
Due diligence must be done to ensure all steps are followed. 

Fragmented service sector. 

Many EMIS solutions in the market do not address the needs 
of the entire performance system.  

Future Plans 
Work with participants on ISO 50001 readiness pilots to 
ensure the ongoing operation of successful systems. 

5.6.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Depends on audit results. For a fully functioning energy 
performance system it is imperative that there be performance 
equations built into the system. These equations should 
include all the key drivers that impact energy consumption: 
energy consumed, corrected in real time for production, 
temperature, moisture, etc. This way you are able to compare 
apples to apples and truly determine if you are performing 
better under the same conditions. This can be done in a 
complex system with performance indications, through third-
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party EMIS software, or even in a simple spreadsheet 
program like Excel. 

EMIS Purpose 

Technology is to support monitoring, targeting, and reporting 
activities and to make energy visible throughout all levels of 
the organization to drive actions which will improve energy 
performance day after day. The EMIS also calculates energy 
savings. 

EMIS Support 
End-to-end financial incentives and capacity building to 
support EMIS audit, implementation plan, and 
implementation, as described above. 

5.6.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
EMIS is 90% about the people and 10% about the technology. 

Implementation planning, including a holistic conceptual and detail design stage before 
jumping into software and meter purchasing, is a critical success factor. 

When designing an EMIS system, start with the operators who are going to need to take 
action every day, and design the system working back from them. 
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5.7 Efficiency Vermont Core Performance 
Type Efficiency utility. 

Territory 
Efficiency Vermont serves all electric ratepayers in the state 
of Vermont, excluding the city of Burlington, of which 
approximately 50K are commercial and 225 are industrial. 

Website http://www.efficiencyvermont.com 

5.7.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Core Performance (New Construction) 

Program Contact 

Paul Duane 

pduane@veic.org 

888-921-5990 x 1126 

Program Description 

Customer must meet checklist of measures for new 
construction buildings between 10K and 70K square feet. If 
they meet the list of items, they are eligible for incentive per 
square foot. Focus is on building design and construction, 
limited commissioning requirements. One optional element 
is building performance measurement for electric and fuel 
usage. Minimum requirement is hourly whole building 
measurement. The measurement portion has been changed 
from optional to required in 2011. 

Program Start Date February 2008 

Program End Date 2012 Budget Cycle 

Program Budget and Cycle 
Subset of overall new construction programs – do not have 
info on program plus administrative costs; budget cycle is 
2012-2014. 

Program Status Standard offer, active. 

5.7.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

15 projects per year; MWh savings per project, MWh per 
square foot savings; have overall new construction target, but 
expect variation in this program. 

Program Design Strategy 

The new construction program is meant to identify high 
performance equipment at the design stage and then 
continue performance front to back through commissioning 
and measurement and verification. 

http://www.efficiencyvermont.com/�
mailto:pduane@veic.org�
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Target Customer 
Buildings 10K-70K square feet; offices, schools, public 
assembly, and retail (the groups that are part of Core 
Performance model). 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer makes final decision and receives incentives. Relies 
on buy in of architect. Customers are provided an Efficiency 
Vermont Checklist of specific measure thresholds required, a 
Core Performance Guide and guidance for performance 
measurement equipment. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Part of new construction outreach – different paths for 
different stakeholders (for example, architects and 
engineers), repeat business, relationship building in design 
community. When there is a new construction project, we 
offer this program as an option. 

Incentive Design 

Core Performance monetary incentives per square foot. On 
measurement equipment, offer incentives for electric and gas 
metering equipment. All incentives paid after final inspection 
of installed equipment. (No performance bonuses, but 
considering for future.) 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Targeting architects, but they are not specific partners. Main 
target is building owner. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

New Buildings Institute (NBI) Core Performance. 
Implementing program with other sponsors of NBI program, 
but no formal coordination with other local stakeholders. 
Some coordination with local utilities (like Vermont Gas) to 
implement the fuel measurement portion. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

None, this is a standalone high performance track within new 
construction. 

5.7.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

During project have 2-3 site visits by energy consultant (in-
house staff) including final building inspection. 

Baseline Methodology NBI Core Performance model. 

Regulatory Framework Each measure must be cost-effective. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Internal review underway with revised requirements 
scheduled for quarter two of 2012; for Program evaluation of 
Efficiency Vermont, State completes yearly program auditing 
for savings claim verification and does more extensive 
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market and performance evaluation every three years. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Metric: Total resource benefit for electric is primary, demand 
savings. 

Granularity: Measure-level. 

5.7.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2008 through January 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

40 to 50 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

20, three of which implemented performance measurement. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Nine 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Five 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date Not available; driven primarily by incentives, consulting for 
running program. 

Program Savings to Date Overall Core Performance = 1800 MWh 

Key Success Factors 

Whole program: Early discussion and presentation of 
program to gain buy in of owner and design team. 

Performance measurement: Establishing clear technical 
requirements for design team early on. 

Barriers and Risks 

Whole program: New construction incentives alone are not 
sufficient to drive upgrade decisions given overall budgets of 
projects; need to focus on ongoing energy savings, including 
possible impact of escalating energy costs which can impact 
incremental efficiency measures; explaining the value of 
integrated design; lack of understanding of integrated 
design. 

Performance measurement: Lack of perceived value on small 
to mid size projects can limit buy in. Insufficient detail on 
technical requirements early on results in lack of interest and 
additional challenges related to adding equipment to spec 
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that is already in place, higher costs for adding interface. 

Future Plans Unknown. 

5.7.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 
Energy information system (EIS), whole building interval 
data. 

EMIS Purpose 

Gather data about buildings that are part of Core 
Performance program, provide an opportunity to promote 
the value of program to others. 

For the customer, it gives quarterly reporting on data to 
owners to help understand building energy use (education). 
For example, with schools it can be used as an educational 
tool with a dashboard. 

EMIS Support Incentives for equipment. 

5.7.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Whole Program 

Consider performance bonuses or tying savings and incentives to performance. 

Can be personal delivery intensive – face-to-face meetings are often necessary to move 
projects along; need effective communications materials. 

Value of certification - It is under review whether a self-administered checklist and 
Vermont-only certification would be just as valuable to customers as a nationally 
administered (but not that well known) standard, such as Core Performance. Building the 
brand that is Core Performance has been slow both for us and nationally. But for those 
adopting and embracing it as a building goal and marketing tool, it has been well received. 

 

Performance Measurement 

Define the performance measurement information (and EMIS) requirements and 
specification up front. 

Provide information on performance measurement (and EMIS) requirements at three levels: 
integrated in a short overview describing the value of the program; a more detailed guide to 
EMIS that isn’t a specification; and EMIS specification. 

Consider working with other utilities and stakeholders on performance measurement given 
smart metering infrastructure and technical challenges. Consider making performance 
measurement mandatory instead of optional. 
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5.8 Efficiency Vermont Monitoring Based Commissioning 
Type Efficiency utility. 

Territory Efficiency Vermont serves all electric ratepayers in the state 
of Vermont, excluding the city of Burlington, of which 
approximately 50K are commercial and 225 are industrial. 

Website http://www.efficiencyvermont.com 

5.8.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Monitoring Based Commissioning (MBCx) Pilot Program 

Program Contact Not provided. 

Program Description 

This pilot saves energy by improving whole building 
controls. Key areas of focus are trending and monitoring the 
existing equipment and operational schedules, HVAC set 
points, and setbacks. Adjustments are made to more 
effectively manage energy according to building use.  

Program Start Date 2011 with several test projects run as pilots prior to 2011. 

Program End Date Ongoing in pilot phase with periodic reevaluations. 

Program Budget and Cycle No separate budget from C&I Retrofit Program; annual cycle. 

Program Status Active. 

5.8.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives, 
and Metrics 

Encourage cost-effective controls projects which save energy. 

Program Design Strategy 

This pilot was created to develop protocols for MBCx energy 
savings projects. MBCx projects did not fit well into existing 
program offerings, making it challenging to work with 
vendors on these projects, even with a proven track record of 
15% - 30% building-wide energy savings. The pilot enables 
Efficiency Vermont to take advantage of MBCx savings 
opportunities in partnership with vendors. 

Target Customer Mid to large size commercial. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer contracts with vendor and shares proposal and 
reports with Efficiency Vermont. Incentive agreement is 
made with customer for cost-effective projects, with savings 
confirmed by Efficiency Vermont prior to project closeout.  

Participant Recruiting Primarily done by vendors, although Efficiency Vermont 

http://www.efficiencyvermont.com/�
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Strategy shares a list of vendors with customers through website 
listings. 

Incentive Design 

Incentives are paid on estimated savings, although if savings 
targets are not reached, Efficiency Vermont reserves the right 
to stop or change the pilot program. 

Incentives are calculated based on $60/MWh of estimated 
savings. This incentive level is not published, but instead for 
internal use only. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Vendors provide proposals, trending data, and reports.  

Program Coordination 
(External) 

Maintain relationships with vendors and help educate them 
on need for measurement and verification according to the 
International Performance Measurement and Verification 
Protocol (IPMVP) on larger projects. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal) 

None. 

5.8.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Actual metered data is compared after project completion to 
verify initial savings estimate, and savings claims are 
modified accordingly prior to the end of the program year.  

Baseline Methodology 
Billing interval data and equipment trending data. Program 
years run from January 1 through December 31. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Project level measurement and verification. 

Cost-effectiveness Granularity: Each project must be cost–effective. 

Current Program Status and Future Plans 

Status for what time period 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

14 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Three (plus about four additional projects prior to pilot phase 
with verified savings). 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Four 
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# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Ten 

Total # of Qualified Partners One 

# of Active Partners One 

Program Costs to Date 

Part of larger program budget, not broken out for this pilot. 

Individual project costs include the cost to install trending 
equipment along with the monthly labor fees by vendor to 
monitor and modify building equipment, lighting 
scheduling, temperature set points, and unoccupied period 
temperature setbacks. 

Program Savings to Date 

226 MWh in pilot phase. 

To date, savings appear to be around 15% of total usage. 

Key Success Factors 

Measurement and verification indicate predicted savings 
achieved. Satisfied customers use less energy and are able to 
better optimize their own buildings once project is complete. 

Barriers and Risks 

Customer is paid incentive based on expected savings, but 
actual savings claimed may be lower if savings not realized. 
Measurement and verification can be a challenge if building 
usage fluctuates after project begins, with more staff hired or 
longer operations hours, for example. Persistence. 

Future Plans 

Improve performance measurement and verification with 
new protocols in place depending on expected energy 
savings. 

5.8.4 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Existing building automation system (BAS) with direct 
digital controls (DDC), or new internet connected WiFi 
energy management nodes put in place by vendor and 
controls or mechanical contractor with trending and controls 
capabilities. 

EMIS Purpose 
Provide trending data at zone level with ability to make 
changes to controls from web based platform. 

EMIS Support Incentives to support implementation of MBCx.  

5.8.5 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Measurement and verification is a big challenge, especially if the dynamics of a building 
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change once the project is initiated.  
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5.9 Efficiency Vermont Retuning  
Type Efficiency utility. 

Territory 
Efficiency Vermont serves all electric ratepayers in the state of 
Vermont, excluding the city of Burlington, of which 
approximately 50K are commercial and 225 are industrial. 

Website http://www.efficiencyvermont.com 

5.9.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Retuning Program 

Program Contact Not provided. 

Program Description 

This pilot began as a retuning training program based on a 
program developed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
(PNNL) and has evolved into a program supporting trained 
retuning contractors conducting retuning activities in 
customer locations. Customers may also participate directly. 
The retuning activities are aimed at optimizing building 
controls to save energy. 

The original training curriculum is available at 
http://retuningtraining.labworks.org/training/lms/. 

Program Start Date 2010 

Program End Date Ongoing in pilot phase with periodic reevaluations. 

Program Budget and Cycle 
Part of the Commercial and Industrial Retrofit Program; 
annual cycle. 

Program Status Pilot. 

5.9.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

To optimize building operations through retuning. 

The pilot is initially targeting 15 projects with estimated 
savings of 500 MWh, but this may be revised as more 
experience is gained. 

Program Design Strategy 

The pilot design was originally to train building operators in 
building retuning in anticipation that building operators 
would implement retuning activities at their respective 
locations. The pilot design has since evolved based on 
findings that training session attendees were too busy to 
conduct the necessary building trending and optimization 

http://www.efficiencyvermont.com/�
http://retuningtraining.labworks.org/training/lms/�
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activities on their buildings. The pilot now supports local 
contractors that went through the training to implement 
building optimization services for customers. A common 
DDC overlay providing assistance with data analytics is 
SkySpark, but other tools including PNNL’s Energy Charting 
and Metrics Tool are acceptable. The local contractors set up 
the optimization service and notify the customer through e-
mail of issues uncovered, sparking action by the customer. 
The contractors receive energy consumption information from 
the customer to implement this service, and with this 
information they are also able to document savings. 

Customers may also choose to individually license the 
SkySpark software and, once programming assistance has 
been provided by the controls contractor, the customer 
monitors and manages their own ongoing building retuning. 

Target Customer Mid to large size commercial with building automation 
Systems with direct digital controls (DDC) 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Implement changes identified through building optimization 
software. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Primarily done by vendors, although Efficiency Vermont 
shares vendors list with customers through website listings. 
Efficiency Vermont is also providing additional training with 
combination PNNL online training course and classroom 
discussion to help train more facility managers. 

Incentive Design 

Varies, depending on support needed by customer for 
technical assistance or incentives. Maximum expected 
incentive is $60/MWh, but this is strictly used for internal 
guidance only. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Installation and monitoring of optimization software on 
customer DDC system, if involved. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

None. 

5.9.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance Building optimization software documents energy 
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Approach consumption changes associated with prompts for action 
generated by the system. 

Baseline Methodology Through building optimization software. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Part of overall Commercial and Industrial Retrofit program, 
no formal evaluation of pilot expected. Continuous internal 
evaluation of pilot resulting in modifications as the pilot 
develops. 

Cost-effectiveness 
Granularity: Project cost-effectiveness, taking into account 
project cost, measure life, and estimated savings.  

5.9.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period March 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Between 12 and 20 customers are expected to participate in 
2012. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Two 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Four 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Efficiency Vermont is working with one large customer to 
retune ten large buildings. In bid phase currently. 

Total # of Qualified Partners Two 

# of Active Partners Two 

Program Costs to Date Costs on the two projects completed to date were $7,800 and 
$15,800. Incentives were $40/MWh and $75/MWh. 

Program Savings to Date 

Savings on the two completed projects were 13% and 24% of 
total HVAC energy consumption and 5% and 9% of total 
building energy consumption. On the project with lower 
savings, savings include only those that were measured and 
verified using IPMVP Option A. Additional savings may have 
occurred. 

Key Success Factors 
Flexibility in pilot design to modify pilot based on lessons 
learned as the pilot progresses. 

Barriers and Risks 
Training: Facility managers have very limited time to act on 
lessons learned through training. 

Implementation: Customers may not act on notifications from 
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contractors or software. 

Future Plans Continue pilot implementation and modify as appropriate 
based on lessons learned. 

5.9.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Energy anomaly detection system (EAD) overlaid on BAS 
with DDC. The EAD used most often is SkySpark by 
SkyFoundry. Customers may use alternative software similar 
to the Energy Charting and Metrics Tool (ECAM) 
(http://www.cacx.org/PIER/ecam/) developed by PNNL. 

EMIS Purpose 
Identify opportunities to optimize building operations and 
report on the savings identified. 

EMIS Support Varies by customer. May include training and implementation 
support. 

5.9.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Facility managers often do not have the time to conduct building trending and optimization 
activities. The program needs to be flexible enough to offer multiple paths to successful 
building trending, optimization, and retuning, including both customers learning and 
implementing individually and customers contracting service providers for all or parts of 
the necessary activities. 
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5.10 Energy Trust of Oregon Commercial Energy Improvement 

Type 

Nonprofit organization administering programs for customers 
of Portland General Electric, Pacific Power, NW Natural and 
Cascade Natural Gas (approximately 1.8 million electric 
ratepayers and 750K gas ratepayers). 

Territory Oregon 

Website www.energytrust.org 

5.10.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Commercial Energy Improvement 

Program Contact 
Oliver Kesting 

oliver.kesting@energytrust.org 

Program Description 

Strategic Energy Management is a pilot awarded through a 
request for proposal (RFP). Through this pilot, two 
implementation contractors are working with two different 
sets of customers to instill strategic energy management 
policies, plans, and practices. The implementation contractors 
work intensely with customers, meeting with them at least 
monthly, and provide site assessments, a review of the 
existing energy management culture, and coaching through 
the course of a year. The pilot focuses on operations, 
maintenance, and behavior related savings. Capital 
improvement opportunities identified through the pilot are 
funneled to existing capital improvement programs. 

Program Start Date 

November 2011 for the pilot focused on a cohort of county 
facilities, hospitals, universities, and offices. 

January 2012 for the pilot focused on individual customers 
such as chains, retail, and campuses. 

Program End Date December 2012, with the potential to ramp up or down after. 

Program Budget and Cycle 

For the first year of this pilot we allocated between $40,000 
and $75,000 for each project to be applied toward technical 
incentives. The customer incentives are rolled up into the 
Existing Buildings Program Budget. 

Program Status Pilot. 

5.10.2 Program Details  
Program Goals, Objectives The overall objective is to determine the viability of operations 

http://www.energytrust.org/�
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and Metrics and maintenance (O&M) offerings delivered through 
comprehensive long term engagements with the customer.  

There are no specific energy savings goals associated with this 
pilot. Success will be based on the realized savings compared 
to the anticipated savings determined at the beginning of each 
customer engagement.  

Program Design Strategy Contractors implement the pilots in coordination with regular 
program outreach and delivery personnel. 

Target Customer 

Institutional, government facilities, office management firms 
and retail chains. 

There is no hard and fast consumption threshold requirement, 
but we are working with large customers with multiple sites 
where they can roll out O&M strategies to other sites that 
were not directly involved in the pilot. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

The customer commits to conducting energy assessments and 
establishing action plans, along with commitment to 
participation in meetings and continuous management and 
tracking of action items. Two people are required to 
participate for the duration of the project, an Executive 
Sponsor and an Energy Champion. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

The contractors tasked with implementing the pilot do some 
recruitment and so does the Energy Trust Existing Buildings 
Program. They recruit based on the customer’s past 
experience with the program, portfolio size, and potential for 
savings. 

Incentive Design 

Customers are paid incentives after one year of participation. 
Performance is modeled at this time, and expected annual 
energy savings determined. Incentives are $0.02/annual kWh 
and $0.20/annual Therm saved. Incentives are trued up based 
on actual savings after one additional year of monitoring. Any 
additional savings realized after that first year are incented to 
the customer at $0.01/ annual kWh and $0.10 cents/annual 
Therm. 

The measure life for incentive calculation is three years.  

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Strategic Energy Group and Ecova deliver the pilots. They 
also provide a variety of training materials and tools specific 
to the customer’s needs. 

Program Coordination None. 
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(External)  

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Capital improvement opportunities are funneled to existing 
capital improvement programs. 

5.10.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Since it is a pilot at this point, it will be evaluated after the 
pilot has concluded. Post-install inspections will also be done. 
A contractor will verify that savings are realized through 
tracking of operations and maintenance activities and 
utilization of energy information systems top down meter 
level analysis.  

Baseline Methodology 
Monitor facility level energy use for nine months, starting 
when the customer enrolls in the program. Use this to develop 
a baseline model of the facility’s energy use. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

The evaluation strategy has not yet been completed but 
program staff is working with Energy Trust’s Planning and 
Evaluation team to determine next steps. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Metric: Total resource cost. 

Granularity: The pilot is investigating cost-effectiveness at the 
customer level. 

5.10.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for What Time 
Period 

November 17, 2011 – December 31, 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Eight in the cohort approach (Strategic Energy Group). 

Zero in individual chain, retail, and campus group (Ecova, not 
launched yet). 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Zero 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Zero 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Zero 

Total # of Qualified Partners Two 

# of Active Partners Two 
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Program Costs to Date Not available. 

Program Savings to Date None. 

Key Success Factors TBD. 

Barriers and Risks TBD. 

Future Plans Evaluate and modify as appropriate. 

5.10.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type All participants will either already have an EMIS or will have 
it installed and licensed as part of the project. 

EMIS Purpose 
EMIS is expected to provide baseline determination, 
opportunity identification, and savings analysis. 

EMIS Support Training is handled by the contractor throughout the course 
of the project. 

5.10.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
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5.11 Focus on Energy (Wisconsin) Building Performance with ENERGY 
STAR® Retail Energy Management Challenge 

Type Utility ratepayer funded public benefits program serving 
over 91K business customers. 

Territory All electric and gas service territories in Wisconsin. 

Website www.focusonenergy.com 

5.11.1 General Program Information 

Program Name 
Building Performance with ENERGY STAR Pilot – Retail 
Energy Management Challenge 

Program Contact 
Matthew Matenaer 

mmatenaer@franklinenergy.com 

Program Description 

From August 2012 through the first quarter of 2012 Focus on 
Energy worked with four high profile retail organizations in 
Wisconsin to benchmark the energy performance of all stores 
in Wisconsin, assist customers with developing action plans, 
conduct whole building performance assessments for 
selected facilities, and help customers access financial 
incentives to implement improvements. The program 
challenged participants to achieve 10% savings, and provided 
recognition for the greatest energy saving accomplishments. 

Program Start Date August 2010 

Program End Date Q1 2012 

Program Budget and Cycle Part of larger business programs budget; 2010-2012. 

Program Status Ended Q1 2012. 

5.11.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Pilot leveraged the ENERGY STAR brand; targeted 
businesses interested in an ongoing relationship with Focus 
on Energy centered on strategic energy management that 
went beyond the current entry points into efficiency 
programs (prescriptive retrofits, custom incentives). No 
metric identified for pilot. 

Program Design Strategy 
Program was designed to funnel energy savings to existing 
programs by: 1) educating the customer on incorporating 
strategic whole building energy management planning long-
term; 2) identifying buildings across retail portfolios with 

http://www.focusonenergy.com/�
mailto:mmatenaer@franklinenergy.com�
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poor energy use intensities; and 3) creating whole building 
energy efficiency implementation plans.  

Target Customer 
High profile retail organizations; four program participants 
who signed letters of commitment.  

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Provided benchmarking data to program sponsor and 
committed to investing in building upgrade measures 
identified during the investigation process yielding simple 
paybacks of 1.5 years or less.  

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Targeted outreach to select retailers with preexisting 
relationships. 

Incentive Design 

Pilot funneled participants to existing programs, including 
Building Tune Up, which offers $0.05/square foot to facilities 
with poorest ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager scores; other 
prescriptive and custom incentives offered for identified 
energy efficiency measures. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Program participants provided with a list of existing building 
commissioning (EBCx) providers in Wisconsin to perform 
building tune up assessments. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Timely check-ins with ENERGY STAR and seven other pilot 
program sponsors. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Program manager coordination with energy advisors 
working with program participants through the elements of 
the Building Performance with ENERGY STAR model. 

5.11.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Customers were required to keep Portfolio Manager accounts 
updated so that program sponsor could track savings 
impacts from the implementation of recommended measures. 

Baseline Methodology Benchmarking data at beginning of pilot period (September 
2010) through ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Subject to ongoing evaluation within overall evaluation 
strategy of business programs; however no projects resulting 
from this model have been chosen at this time. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Metrics: $/kWh, $/Therm. 

Granularity: Cost-effectiveness evaluated at the portfolio 
level (business programs). 
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5.11.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period August 2010-January 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Four retail organizations encompassing over 100 stores and 
almost 10 million square feet in Wisconsin. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Three 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

One 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Zero 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable (pulling from existing trade ally network). 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date Rolled into larger business program budget, not tracked 
independently. 

Program Savings to Date 7,000 Therms, 846,012 kWh (implemented thus far). 

Key Success Factors Relying on established relationships with retailers with 
strong presence and central management in Wisconsin. 

Barriers and Risks 

Barriers: Engaging national retailers who didn’t recognize the 
Focus on Energy brand name.  

Risks: Keeping program participants engaged in a long and 
time intensive process. Their daily priorities and 
responsibilities can override program goals and initiatives.  

Future Plans  

5.11.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Customer was required to use benchmarking system through 
ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager. No site specific 
requirements beyond that, though program participants did 
have EMIS system of some kind, with building automation 
systems (BAS) the most prevalent. Participants did not track 
energy expenditures or consumption with their BAS.  

EMIS Purpose 

Portfolio Manager supported customer in prioritizing 
facilities to focus on, facilitated customer engagement, and 
was used by the program as a measurement and verification 
tool. 
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As part of the Building Tune Up requirements, EBCx 
providers were required to review control sequencing and 
existing parameters of BAS at facilities chosen for this service 
and provide recommendations for incorporation in the 
performance assessment report of each facility chosen.  

EMIS Support None, apart from benchmarking support. 

5.11.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Leveraging the ENERGY STAR brand was crucial to engaging high profile retailers to 
commit to participating in the pilot. A whole building approach is very appealing to retail 
chains since measures identified at one store can easily be adopted across a broader 
portfolio. This model makes a lot of sense for customers with significant building stock to 
prioritize focus and capital on those buildings found to be performing below expected 
energy performance metrics. Portfolio Manager can be a valuable measurement and 
verification tool as it allows program administrators and evaluators to track realized savings 
over time, as opposed to estimated savings only, and then to compare the percentage of 
estimated savings that were achieved.  
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5.12 National Grid Pay for Performance 
Type Investor owned utility. 

Territory 
3.5 million electric and natural gas customers in 
Massachusetts, New York, New Hampshire, and Rhode 
Island. 

Website https://www.nationalgridus.com 

5.12.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Pay for Performance 

Program Contact 

Amit Kulkarni 

Amit.kulkarni@nationalgrid.com 

781-907-1592 

Program Description 

This is a pay for performance program in which service 
providers identify and implement preapproved low and no 
cost measures eligible for incentives based on each kWh or 
therm saved. Service providers may also identify capital 
improvement projects, which may be funneled to other 
programs. 

Service providers develop monitoring based commissioning 
(MBCx) or existing building commissioning (EBCx) proposals 
for approval. Incentives are based on the annual projected 
savings from the project, up to the first year service cost, and 
customer commits to an additional two years of ongoing 
energy tracking or maintenance with the provider (three-year 
commitment total). 

Program Start Date Pilot 2010; soft launch March 2011; program launched in 
January 2012. 

Program End Date Ongoing. 

Program Budget and Cycle 
Overall C&I program budget is $63 million for the year; this 
program is encompassed within the overall program budget. 
Budget cycle is annual. 

Program Status Program rolled out January 2012. 

5.12.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Encompassed in overall C&I program goals, objectives and 
savings targets; number of participants and savings will be 

https://www.nationalgridus.com/�
mailto:Amit.kulkarni@nationalgrid.com�
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tracked. 2011 performance on these metrics may serve as a 
baseline to track future year performance. Cost-effectiveness 
($ spent per unit savings) allows comparison of this program 
to other C&I programs.  

Program Design Strategy 

Focus on operations and maintenance improvements; service 
providers take on performance risk and rewards; incentives 
capped at cost of first year of service, which is when most 
savings are expected to occur. 

Target Customer 
Generally medium to large commercial customers in the 
institutional, healthcare, and educational market segments. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer commits to take action on measures identified with 
a payback of one year or less and to enter a three-year service 
agreement with the partner. Measure implementation is 
generally done by internal staff or the customer’s controls 
contractor. 

Customer enters into agreement with service provider. 
Customer may receive incentives or sign them over to the 
service provider as part of the agreement, which may 
minimize the risk to the customer, when combined with 
corresponding reductions in service provider fees. 

Partner provides access to monitoring system, may also train 
customer on use of monitoring system. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Service providers to recruit participants; during the pilot only, 
National Grid also actively recruited participants. 

Incentive Design 

Incentives are paid on a performance basis for low and no 
cost, preapproved measures with less than a two-year 
payback capped at the cost of the first year of service. 
Incentives can be paid to the customer, or the customer can 
sign the incentives over to the provider as part of the service 
agreement. Incentives are paid upon implementation of 
measures, however, they are trued up based on the measured 
and verified savings. 

Electric Incentives: $0.075/kWh based on first year savings 
only (implemented and verified kWh). 

Natural Gas Incentives: $0.75/therm based on first year 
savings only (implemented and verified therms). 

First year cost of service can include service fees, additional 
metering equipment needed, and costs associated with 
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integration of building automation system data into vendor 
system. 

Additional technical assistance may also be available in some 
cases. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Partners are energy management and information system 
providers. 

Partners recruit customers and projects and bring proposals to 
the program. Partners then implement the proposals. Partners 
are required to report back on a monthly or quarterly basis on 
the measures identified, whether or not the customer has 
taken action on the measures identified, the estimated savings 
from the measures, and verification of savings from the 
measures implemented. 

Partners may take on risk and reward for program through 
agreements with customers. 

If ASHRAE Level 1 study required, partners are responsible 
for study completion, either by partner or by subcontracting 
this responsibility. 

No formal training or tools are provided to partners as the 
service providers vary in terms of the services and service 
delivery approaches. Partner development has occurred one-
on-one. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

All Massachusetts and Rhode Island utilities; no national 
platform role. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Program funnels capital improvement projects to appropriate 
programs. 

5.12.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Monthly or quarterly reports from service providers, 
including load data, verification of measure eligibility, and 
verification of savings. Once all projected measures and 
savings are claimed, a post- inspection verifying a sample of 
measures may be done. 

Baseline Methodology 

IPMVP Options B or C. 

Utility may provide, with customer approval, up to one year 
of load data to develop baseline. Once monitoring equipment 
is installed, service providers develop a baseline with a 
recommended minimum of three months of monitoring 
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before measures are implemented. 

Program assumes five-year measure life. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

TBD; evaluation team involved in program design and 
program evaluation expected. 

Cost-effectiveness Granularity: Each measure must be cost-effective. 

5.12.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2010 pilot through February 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

20 customers have participated as of February 2012. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Zero 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

20 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Ten in preliminary stages of implementation. 

Total # of Qualified Partners 
There is not an official list of qualified partners. All companies 
are eligible to bring proposals to the program, however, six 
companies have been in contact with the program to date. 

# of Active Partners Three 

Program Costs to Date 

Over $120,000 for Technical Assistance studies, no incentives 
have been paid to date (02/09/2012) as one-year program 
cycle is not complete. Costs will likely be driven by the type of 
service provided and type of customer. Some service 
providers and companies may take a whole building 
monitoring approach, with more efforts geared towards 
operator education and building assessments. Other service 
providers provide automated fault detection and diagnostics 
(typically for larger facilities with building automation 
systems with direct digital controls). Costs related to mapping 
building automation system points to provider systems and 
integrating data are significant for this scenario. 

Program Savings to Date Expect to claim the first energy savings by end of first quarter 
2012. 

Key Success Factors 
Program enables development of a cost structure palatable for 
customers. 
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Sales and marketing materials that make the offer 
understandable and accessible to customers. 

Barriers and Risks 

Long sales timeline and timeline to integrate vendor system to 
customer building automation system. 

Development of service fee structure for customer (based on 
service provider agreement). 

Barriers to data accessibility, both in terms of ability to upload 
customer data, and then ability to view the data in a 
dashboard. 

Future Plans 
Develop service provider relationships with whole building 
energy monitoring providers to develop a whole building 
level option for medium size customers. 

5.12.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Energy information system, energy anomaly detection, fault 
detection and diagnostics, automated optimization systems; 
minimum requirement is ability to collect and view hourly 
electric load data. Hourly gas data is typically not available. 

EMIS Purpose Identify savings opportunities, measurement and verification 
of savings, customer education and awareness. 

EMIS Support Incentives up to first year service cost. 

5.12.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Keep the program as flexible as possible. 

Whole building monitoring and metering, combined with supporting the customer in 
identification of low and no cost opportunities, may be an easier and faster approach than 
integrating automated fault detection and diagnostics systems with the building automation 
system control points. However, the technology is constantly developing, and once 
automated fault detection and diagnostics systems are up and running, they are impressive. 

Selling automated fault detection and diagnostics to customers is difficult. 

Every customer had data integration issues, including those with a best case scenario (newer 
building, open source control system, sophisticated and engaged facilities engineer, quality 
controls vendor). The customer and controls vendor may need to spend significant time 
supporting the integration of the service provider’s system. 
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5.13 National Grid Whole Building Assessment 
Type Investor owned utility. 

Territory 
3.5 million electric and natural gas customers in 
Massachusetts, New York, New Hampshire, and Rhode 
Island. 

Website https://www.nationalgridus.com 

5.13.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Whole Building Assessment Initiative 

Program Contact 

Tom Coughlin 

Thomas.Coughlin@nationalgrid.com 

781-907-1582 

https://www.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/business/ene
rgyeff/4_whole_building.asp 

Program Description 

Program develops ongoing, long-term relationships to realize 
holistic (all fuels) energy savings. Customers enter the 
program through lead account executives and commercial 
efficiency consultants (National Grid staff). Program staff 
meets with the customer to explain program benefits, match 
expectations, and ask customer to commit to assign an energy 
champion and allow National Grid access to all energy use 
data. Engineering partners collect the energy use data and 
benchmark the building through ENERGY STAR Portfolio 
Manager. The ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager score, 
energy consumption, and energy use intensity are then used 
to screen and funnel customers into the most appropriate 
efficiency program for customers. Those customers with over 
300kW energy consumption, low ENERGY STAR scores, and 
high energy consumption will continue along the Whole 
Building Assessment (WBA) path. The next step in the WBA 
path is an ASHRAE Level 2 assessment by engineering 
partners. Once the assessment is approved, program staff 
meets with the customer to develop an energy management 
plan. The plan includes implementation of the measures 
identified in the assessment as well as training, education, and 
support to develop educational campaigns driving ongoing 
energy improvement. The entire process is expected to take 
about eight weeks. After the eight-week process, lead account 
executives and commercial efficiency consultants stay in 

https://www.nationalgridus.com/�
mailto:Thomas.Coughlin@nationalgrid.com�
https://www.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/business/energyeff/4_whole_building.asp�
https://www.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/business/energyeff/4_whole_building.asp�
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touch with customers, check on progress, and may bring the 
customers in for new assessments if the opportunity is ripe. 

Program Start Date Piloted 2002, kicked off 2005/2006, full implementation 2008. 

Program End Date Ongoing, under Large Existing Buildings umbrella. 

Program Budget and Cycle 
Technical portion budget is $250,000 for two states (annual); 
education portion is encompassed in broader program 
budget. 

Program Status Active. 

5.13.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

kWh and therm savings (rolled into target goals in the field 
for large existing buildings). 

Program Design Strategy Develop long-term relationship with customers, focus on 
holistic approach to energy efficiency. 

Target Customer >300KW consumption, commercial and municipal customers, 
low ENERGY STAR benchmark score, high energy intensity. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Actively engaged and committed to process; customer 
provided toolkit, education campaign, action plan. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

National Grid lead account executives managing customer 
accounts with annual consumption of 750 kW or more bring 
in leads; National Grid commercial efficiency consultants 
bring in leads for customers with annual energy consumption 
between 300 and 750 kW in Massachusetts and between 200 
and 750 kW in Rhode Island and New Hampshire. 

Incentive Design 

50/50 cost share on the study (municipal customers get 100% 
if they go ahead with project); project incentives based on 
measure table, payable after implementation, payable to the 
customer or through the vendor (off invoice rebate). 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Conduct engineering studies, hold ongoing bimonthly 
meetings with partners on program; technical training 
provided under Technical Assessment Initiative. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

ENERGY STAR Benchmarking serves as a tool for customer 
engagement, program screening, ongoing understanding of 
energy use and improvement, and recognition. In 
Massachusetts all utilities under MassSave offer this together. 
National Grid is both gas and electricity provider in Rhode 
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Island.  

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Funnels to other programs, for example, the Small-Medium 
Business Direct Install 70/30 option, for those organizations 
that do not meet the customer target criteria. 

5.13.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Post-inspection: for projects under $10K in incentives, random 
inspections of about one in four projects are conducted; all 
projects with over $10K in incentives are inspected; all small 
business projects are inspected. 

Baseline Methodology 
Based on estimated values from an engineering analysis for 
each measure implemented, rolled up to the whole building. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

In 2006/2007 a formal program evaluation by a third-party 
evaluator was completed. As of February 2012, a future 
evaluation has not been scheduled. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Granularity: Each measure incented must be cost-effective. 

Up until about 2010, it was costing more per kWh, now 
savings are increasing. The program still delivers at a high 
cost per energy savings unit but this is leveling out.  

5.13.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2008 through January 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Over 350 customers have participated.  

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Over 250 customers have completed the process. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

50 including pre-implementation. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

See above. 

Total # of Qualified Partners 
Two primary vendors to perform engineering analyses; 13 
turnkey delivery energy service companies (ESCOs), 
delivering mostly lighting retrofits. 

# of Active Partners Not provided. 

Program Costs to Date Not provided. 
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Program Savings to Date Not provided. 

Key Success Factors The ability to mine additional savings.  

Barriers and Risks 

Allowing project timeline to grow longer than eight-week 
target (due to delays with customers benchmarking 
themselves, obtaining appropriate authorizations, etc.); 
insufficient or under qualified trade allies; poor 
communication. 

Future Plans 

Pilot for grocery market segment; investigation of additional 
market segmentation for certain building types; piloting an 
educational toolkit (See the Light); considering application of 
holistic, four step approach to industrial customers. 

5.13.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Monthly energy monitoring (MEM) with ENERGY STAR 
Portfolio Manager. 

EMIS Purpose 
Customer screening, customer education and understanding 
how they are improving; customer recognition. 

EMIS Support 

National Grid provides first time benchmarking for 
customers, and rebenchmarks customers after the customer 
moves ahead with projects. The customer commits to 
rebenchmark annually as part of the program commitment. 

5.13.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Leverage existing resources. Join forces with a utility or energy efficiency agency that 
already has a program in place. Consider Building Performance with ENERGY STAR. 

Be sure appropriate vendors with passion for the program are in place. Quality 
communication to promote the program to the customer and impress upon the customer the 
quality and expected results of the program is key. 

Make sure you have a program manager to promote the program with field staff and keep it 
running smooth. 

Consider streamlined versions of the program, such as dedicated grocery programs. 

Consider a suite of approaches for different customer types. For example, some customers 
may prefer a program delivered remotely through energy management and information 
system vendors, whereas others may benefit from the relationships and personal support of 
a program like the Whole Building Assessment. There is no one size fits all approach. 
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5.14 New Jersey Clean Energy Program Benchmarking 

Type 
Statewide energy efficiency and renewable energy incentive 
program serving about 4 million electric customers and 2.8 
million natural gas customers. 

Territory 
Throughout New Jersey, wherever customers are served by 
the Investor-owned utility companies. 

Website http://www.njcleanenergy.com/ 

5.14.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Sector Specific Initiative – Energy Benchmarking 

Program Contact Benchmarking@trcsloutions.com 

Program Description 

Free energy benchmarking is provided for specific 
commercial and industrial market segments, including 
hospitals and healthcare, municipalities, industrial, 
hospitality, multifamily, higher education, K-12 schools, retail 
and other commercial buildings. Building performance is 
benchmarked by tracking and scoring energy use in facilities 
and comparing it to similar buildings to help identify cost-
effective energy efficiency upgrades. Customers provide 
energy consumption data and receive a benchmarking report 
that can be used to quantify savings potential, guide energy 
efficiency project planning, and learn about incentive 
programs right for a given facility. The report includes data 
analysis graphs, analysis of fuel usage, ENERGY STAR 
Portfolio Manager or Energy Performance Indicator (EPI) 
score (where applicable), recommendations to improve 
operations and maintenance, guidance on appropriate 
incentives and initiatives from New Jersey’s Clean Energy 
Program™, and information on how to apply for incentives. 
Based on the findings, applicants may also be invited to 
participate in the EPA sponsored Building Performance with 
ENERGY STAR initiative and receive special recognition as an 
industry leader in energy efficiency. 

Program Start Date 2009 

Program End Date Ongoing. 

Program Budget and Cycle 2012 budget: $90,000 for the calendar year. 

Program Status Active. 

http://www.njcleanenergy.com/�
mailto:Benchmarking@trcsloutions.com�
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5.14.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

500 benchmarks annually. 

Program Design Strategy 

Reach out to the most underserved energy efficiency incentive 
recipient segments of the New Jersey commercial and 
industrial population to offer free benchmarking and to 
identify barriers to program participation. 

Target Customer 
Hospitality, higher education, commercial, industrial, 
multifamily, hospitals and healthcare, municipalities, and K-
12 public schools. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Participation requires completing and submitting a Building 
Data Collection Form, which provides key information for the 
modeling process. Participants must submit 12 months of 
consecutive fuel data and review final report. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Marketing via website, conferences, tradeshows, 
presentations, trade associations, e-mail blasts, industry 
association websites, partnerships with energy efficiency 
organizations and utilities, and marketing materials.  

Incentive Design The offering is free. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Not applicable. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

The initiative leverages, whenever possible, the EPA ENERGY 
STAR Portfolio Manager. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

This initiative is funded by the New Jersey Board of Public 
Utilities through the New Jersey Clean Energy Program and 
administered by TRC as part of the Sector Specific Plan. 

5.14.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Each benchmark report is reviewed at least twice. 

Baseline Methodology Not applicable. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Unknown. 

Cost-effectiveness Not applicable. 
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5.14.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2009 through February 2012. 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

There were 126 benchmark requests in the queue for the 
month of February 2012. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

304 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

126 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

126 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date Not provided. 

Program Savings to Date Not applicable. 

Key Success Factors 

Benchmarking is free, support for each participant is offered 
through the application process, assistance on understanding 
the report is offered, and guidance is included in the report on 
how to apply for the correct New Jersey Clean Energy Program 
incentive. 

Barriers and Risks 

Barriers include the participant taking the time to fill out the 
paperwork, understanding the value of the data and 
information in the report, and understanding how the report 
can be used for guidance and justification for pursuing an 
energy efficiency project.  

Future Plans 
Work to increase demand for the benchmarking service and 
focus on the least responsive sectors to the free offering. 

5.14.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Benchmarking using ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager when 
possible. 

EMIS Purpose Benchmarking, identification of energy savings opportunities. 

EMIS Support 
Customer provides the data and program implementer 
provides all support needed to do benchmarking and create 
the benchmarking report. 
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5.14.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Just because a service is free does not mean people will line up to take advantage of it. It has 
taken as much of a marketing effort to recruit benchmarking participants as for other 
programs. Benchmarking is an incredibly valuable service that should be an element to 
every energy efficiency program – it is the “here and now” picture critical to understanding 
building energy performance, even when it is not possible to use EPA Portfolio Manager. 
When enhanced by Portfolio Manager, benchmarking creates not just a single profile but one 
that can be compared to other similar buildings. 

Track demographic data to help target efforts to increase program effectiveness. This year 
more emphasis will be placed on outreach to the three sectors with the lowest participation 
last year: hospitality, healthcare and higher education. 
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5.15 New Jersey Clean Energy Program Pay for Performance 

Type 
Statewide energy efficiency and renewable energy incentive 
program serving about 4 million electric customers and 2.8 
million natural gas customers. 

Territory 
Throughout New Jersey, wherever customers are served by 
the Investor-owned utility companies. 

Website http://www.njcleanenergy.com/ 

5.15.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Pay for Performance 

Program Contact P4P@trcsolutions.com 

Program Description 

Pay for Performance is a comprehensive energy efficiency 
program that provides incentives towards whole building 
energy improvements in large commercial and industrial 
buildings. Both existing buildings and new construction are 
eligible for the program.  

Program Start Date March 2009 

Program End Date Ongoing. 

Program Budget and Cycle 2012 incentive budget: $60 million for existing buildings; $10 
million for new construction. Calendar year cycle.  

Program Status Active. 

5.15.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Market penetration and cost-effectiveness: Reach significant 
numbers of commercial and industrial customers with 
comprehensive, cost-effective scopes of work. 

2012 goal: Approve at least 75 applications for the program. 

Energy savings: Maximize total energy (electric and gas) 
efficiency opportunities through the whole building 
approach. 

2012 goal: Approve at least 50 Energy Reduction Plans that 
meet the minimum threshold (15%) for energy savings for 
existing buildings and approve at least seven plans for new 
construction. Approve at least four Energy Reduction Plans 
that include combined heat and power systems. Existing 
building annual energy savings targets: 71,947 Dekatherms; 

http://www.njcleanenergy.com/�
mailto:P4P@trcsolutions.com�
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41,990 MWh; new construction annual energy savings targets: 
3,150 Dekatherms; 630 MWh. 

Create green collar jobs: Continue to expand the number of 
firms offering comprehensive energy services. Program 
orientation seminars and associated training opportunities 
will help to develop a network of program partners who can 
offer a full range of technical, financial, and construction 
related services. 

Program Design Strategy 

Encourage comprehensive work scopes by requiring a 15% 
reduction in energy use, but not specifying a particular set of 
measures that must be installed. The partner uses their 
expertise to determine the best way to achieve this based on 
the conditions in a given building. 

Target Customer 

Large commercial, industrial, and multifamily facilities in 
New Jersey (100 kW peak demand or greater for existing 
buildings; 50,000 conditioned square feet for new 
construction).  

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

All customers are required to work with a partner to 
participate in the program. The program does not provide 
tools or training directly to the customer.  

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Web and print marketing efforts; recruitment through 
partners. 

Incentive Design 

There is a set of three incentives. 

Incentive #1 - Submittal of complete energy reduction plan 
prepared by an approved program partner. Contingent on 
moving forward, incentives will be between $5,000 and 
$50,000 based on approximately $0.10 per square foot, not to 
exceed 50% of the facility's annual energy expense. 

Incentive #2 - Installation of recommended measures. 
Incentives are based on the projected level of electricity and 
natural gas savings resulting from the installation of 
comprehensive energy efficiency measures. The second 
incentives are up to $0.13 per projected kWh savings and 
$1.45 per projected Therm savings. 

Incentive #3 - Completion of post-construction benchmarking 
report. A completed report verifying energy reductions based 
on one year of post-implementation results. Incentives for 
electricity and natural gas savings will be paid based on actual 
savings, provided that the minimum performance threshold 
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of 15% savings has been achieved. Incentives are up to $0.09 
per kWh saved and $1.05 per Therm saved. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Partners are selected based on qualifications through a rolling 
approval process and consist of energy professionals, such as 
energy service companies (ESCOs), energy consulting firms, 
engineering and architecture firms, and electrical and 
mechanical contractors. Partners create and submit all 
documentation for the program. 

Partners attend a full day orientation to the program 
introducing the program and energy reduction plan 
development. Partners may also attend monthly partner 
conference calls during which program updates are presented 
and issues partners encounter may be discussed. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

This program leverages the Building Performance with 
ENERGY STAR program and ENERGY STAR Portfolio 
Manager. The program is also a part of a group of energy 
efficiency programs implementing the Building Performance 
with ENERGY STAR program and checks in periodically with 
this group. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

TRC is the market manager for the Pay for Performance 
Program and is contracted directly to the New Jersey Board of 
Public Utilities. 

5.15.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Each Energy Reduction Plan, including work scope and 
energy model, is reviewed for technical merit. On-site 
inspections are completed at different stages to ensure 
equipment is installed. A secondary quality assurance and 
quality control review is performed for projects over a certain 
dollar amount.  

Baseline Methodology 
For existing buildings, utility data is uploaded to Portfolio 
Manager to establish a baseline. New construction projects 
require an ASHRAE 90.1-2007 compliant baseline model. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

No third-party evaluation has been performed to date. No 
evaluations are planned at this time. 

Cost-effectiveness 
Metrics and Granularity: Project based metrics, including 
project cost, total incentive, incentives paid per kWh and 
Therm savings. Based on these project metrics, program total 
resource cost and program cost-effectiveness can be 
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calculated. 

5.15.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period March 2009-December 5, 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Over 150 active projects currently enrolled. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

A handful. The start-to-finish timeline is long, and the projects 
submitted at the beginning of the program are just now 
reaching post-construction measurement and verification. 
Upon application submittal, partners have 6-12 months to 
submit a project plan. Once a plan is approved, the project has 
12-24 months to complete construction. For the final payment, 
12 months of post-construction utility data must be submitted 
to verify savings. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Approximately 75 projects in some stage of measure 
implementation as of December 5, 2011. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Approximately 35 projects with Energy Reduction Plans and 
work scopes under program review. Approximately another 
35 in the work scope planning stages. 

Total # of Qualified Partners 142  

# of Active Partners 142, although about 50 submit projects on a consistent basis. 

Program Costs to Date 

2012 budget details available on the NJCEP website. The 
following are all budgeted dollar amounts. 

Administration and program development: $583,461. 

Training and technical support: $510,535. 

Rebates: $59,000,000. 

Rebate processing, inspections, quality control: $461,963. 

Total 2012 budget: $60,955,958. 

Program Savings to Date 

Committed annual savings: ~75 million kWh; 16,000 kW; 4 
million Therms. 

Installed annual savings: ~20 million kWh; 3,000 kW; 500,000 
Therms. 

Key Success Factors Generous incentives; active partners; national support from 
Building Performance with ENERGY STAR. 

http://www.njcleanenergy.com/files/file/TRC%202012%20Revised%20CI%20Program%20and%20%20Budget%20Filing%2012%2020%2011FINAL.pdf�
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Barriers and Risks Simulation requirements; verification of savings predictions; 
potential of not hitting savings predictions.  

Future Plans 
Continue to run program through 2012; provide supplemental 
low-interest financing through New Jersey Economic 
Development Authority.  

5.15.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Benchmarking (ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager) 

EMIS Purpose 
Pre- and post-benchmarking for existing buildings projects; 
pre- and post-construction energy use intensity (kBtu/square 
foot) for new construction. 

EMIS Support 

ENERGY STAR hosts update webinars on Portfolio Manager 
and provides links to past presentations on the Portfolio 
Manager website. Partners are referred to these resources for 
Portfolio Manager support. 

5.15.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
When developing the Program, it was important to assess previous and existing incentive 
programs and acknowledge the strengths and weaknesses of each as well as leverage 
familiarity with existing program resources. For example, the Pay for Performance (P4P) 
performance incentive structure is similar to Public Service Electric & Gas’s Standard Offer 
Program, and applications and documents look like those used under the Prescriptive, 
Custom, and Direct Install Programs. 

It is important to leverage existing standards, technologies, and service providers to 
minimize duplication of efforts. P4P created a large partner network of New Jersey energy 
companies to market and deliver the program. Existing EPA tools, such as Portfolio 
Manager and Target Finder, and building simulation software, such as eQUEST and Trane 
Trace, were also integrated into the program to tie in federal resources and expand the use of 
these tools. The use of national standards, such as LEED and ASHRAE 90.1 was another 
effective way to integrate existing resources. Seeing federal programs and standards being 
used in P4P allowed partners to participate in the program more easily, especially if they 
participated in past performance programs or those in neighboring states. For partners that 
were unfamiliar with some of the resources, such as Portfolio Manager, LEED, or eQUEST, 
they were pleased to be able to learn more about these resources and incorporate them into 
their business practices. 

Like any new program, P4P had its share of speculation and obstacles in its first year. 
Although the 15% energy reduction requirement seemed ambitious to some at first, it is 
proving to be a realistically attainable goal. In some cases, partners quickly realized that they 
could obtain 15% savings in a building by just improving on two measures. In one particular 
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project, an industrial laundromat was able to project 15% savings from improvements on 
lighting and installing a boiler economizer. 

It is important to remain dynamic when dealing with programs such as P4P. There is no end 
to market needs and changes and it is critical to respond to those needs as much as possible, 
and as efficiently as possible, without losing sight of the original goals of the program. 
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5.16 New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
(NYSERDA) Innovative Opportunities 

Type 

Public benefits corporation administering energy efficiency 
programs in the state of New York for approximately 590K 
commercial consumers and 2200 industrial consumers (as well 
as residential customers). 

Territory 

Areas of New York State in the following service territories: 
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation, Consolidated 
Edison Company of New York, Inc., New York State Electric 
& Gas Corporation, National Grid, Orange and Rockland 
Utilities, Inc., and Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation. 

Website www.nyserda.org 

5.16.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Innovative Opportunities – Northwrite Pilot Program 

Program Contact 

Scott Kessler 

sbk@nyserda.org 

212-971-5342 ext. 3022 

Program Description 

The Innovative Opportunities program is a recurring, open 
request for proposals (RFP) that seeks out innovate 
commercial and industrial projects that are not addressed 
through other NYSERDA initiatives. Selected projects are 
intended to complement existing NYSERDA programs, 
explore and test emerging technologies, and enable 
modifications to “core” programs in the future, applying 
lessons learned from the pilot. 

The Northwrite Pilot Program aims to answer several 
program design questions related to the promotion and 
installation of advanced energy information systems (EIS) to 
buildings ranging from approximately 50K square feet to 
150K square feet. 

Program Start Date June 2010 

Program End Date December 2012 

Program Budget and Cycle 
Total cost of program: 

NYSERDA share: $497K. 

http://www.nyserda.org/�
mailto:sbk@nyserda.org�
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Northwrite share: $93K. 

Contract 2010-2012. 

Program Status Pilot. 

5.16.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Goal: To answer several program design questions related to 
the promotion and installation of advanced energy 
information systems in buildings ranging from approximately 
50K square feet to 150K square feet including: 

Segment characteristics and messages that resonate. 

What level of customer engagement is needed? 

Is there a suite of common energy savings measures for this 
segment? 

Which measures do customers implement? 

Which measures yield the highest savings? 

How much does this approach cost per site? 

What are the total savings per site? 

How can savings be verified? 

How persistent are the savings? 

Metrics: Participation – 18 sites are participating. 

And Delivery of: 

Monthly reports and progress updates; 

Energy audits for each site; 

Modeling analysis and energy tracking; 

Framework for development of a cost-effective program; 

and development of a Market Transformation Plan, a road 
map to achieve deep market penetration for continuous 
commissioning systems. 

As this pilot is intended to inform program design, there are 
no specific savings targets for this pilot. One aim of the 
program is to determine the expected savings. To this end, the 
goal is to demonstrate average savings of approximately 10% 
per site. 
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Program Design Strategy 

Work with third-party provider, Northwrite, to learn more 
about program potential for a specific market segment and 
program approach. 

Northwrite recruits participants into the program. 
Participants receive hardware installation (advanced EIS and 
energy dashboard kiosk) and one year of data analysis, free of 
charge, along with energy conservation measure 
recommendations focused on operations and maintenance, 
but which may include capital upgrades as well. Results are 
tracked. 

Target Customer Commercial customers with facilities from 50K-150K square 
feet. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Customer must allow for installation of energy kiosk in the 
lobby area; be willing to use, and interested in, the software 
and online site that comes with installation of the advanced 
energy information system; and willing to implement low and 
no cost measures ($500 or less). Customers must also be 
willing to answer a series of questions regarding their energy 
related activities. 

Customers receive hardware installation and one year of 
energy data and analysis free of charge. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Developed a matrix of key site characteristics; Northwrite 
responsible for delivering the participants. In some cases, 
Northwrite worked with local vendors and installation 
contractors to develop leads. 

Incentive Design Customers receive hardware installation and one year of 
energy data and analysis free of charge. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Northwrite is the system manufacturer and is responsible for 
selecting, qualifying, and training partners to deliver and 
install the system. Northwrite has also partnered with PNNL 
to analyze the system to reduce the length of time needed to 
develop an energy consumption baseline. 

Partners provided promotional materials for the program. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Recommendations may feed into other NYSERDA programs; 
object of pilot is to inform development of core programs. 
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5.16.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Monthly reports. 

Baseline Methodology 

The energy consumption baseline is developed using the 
Northwrite equipment. Monitoring is done over a period of 
three months to develop a model of the building’s 
consumption prior to implementation of energy conservation 
measures. The accuracy of the model and actual consumption 
is verified against monthly billing records. For the pilot 
program, there is no independent energy tracking. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Monthly program updates; end of program final report; 
formal program evaluation timing and methodology 
unknown. 

Cost-effectiveness Not applicable as the purpose of the pilot is to inform 
program design rather than deliver cost-effective savings. 

5.16.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period June 2010 - December 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

18 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program Zero 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 18 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Zero 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable. (Northwrite is sole partner installing product.) 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date 
As of Feb 2012: $497K (NYSERDA’s part only); costs driven by 
capital costs of system, system installation, difficulty in 
enrolling pilot sites. 

Program Savings to Date None yet. 

Key Success Factors 
Quality installation. 

 Flexibility in participation requirements. For example, 
allowing for floors of a building to participate rather than 
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limiting participation to entire buildings. 

Barriers and Risks 

Finding sites in the target area (New York City) of the target 
size (50K-150K square feet). 

Balancing contracting requirements with a dynamic, evolving 
pilot. For example, Northwrite is responsible for developing a 
partner network, but every time they want to add a partner, 
the contract needs to be revised. 

Future Plans 

Currently, each time a new partner is added to the program, 
the contract must be revised. Future plans are to consider how 
to develop a program that can evolve as necessary and still 
comply with legal and regulatory contract management 
requirements. 

5.16.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Energy anomaly detection (EAD). 

EMIS Purpose 

Develop an energy consumption baseline. 

Identify energy conservation measures. 

Measure and verify savings. 

Influence behavior with kiosk. 

EMIS Support Installation and one year of data analysis and support is free 
of charge. 

5.16.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
This pilot is not intended to be a cost-effective large scale program. A similar approach could 
work for similar small scale projects, or to facilitate cold market entry. If considering 
entering a market, a long-term plan (5-8 years) will likely be necessary to allay concerns 
related to program administrator commitments and ensure successful continued 
engagement with the customer beyond this initial interaction. 
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5.17 New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
(NYSERDA) Monitoring Based Commissioning 

Type 

Public benefits corporation administering energy efficiency 
programs in the state of New York for approximately 590K 
commercial consumers and 2200 industrial consumers (as well 
as residential customers). 

Territory 

Areas of New York State in the following service territories: 
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation, Consolidated 
Edison Company of New York, Inc., New York State Electric 
& Gas Corporation, National Grid, Orange and Rockland 
Utilities, Inc., and Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation. 

Website www.nyserda.ny.gov 

5.17.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Monitoring Based Commissioning – Existing Facilities 

Program Contact 
Harris Schaer 

hms@nyserda.org 

Program Description 

Performance-based monitoring based commissioning (MBCx) 
incentives are offered for cost-effective energy efficiency 
projects that deliver verifiable annual energy savings resulting 
from the installation of information-gathering technologies 
that provide critical data to monitor and alter building 
operation. Additionally, NYSERDA seeks to promote clear 
communication of energy usage to the occupants of 
commercial and industrial spaces, thereby facilitating a 
coordinated means to reduce consumption and lower costs. 

Program Start Date June 2010 

Program End Date 
End of 2015 when funding stream for existing facilities 
program expires; anticipating renewal of program upon 
expiration. 

Program Budget and Cycle 

Part of Existing Facilities Program through 2015, so there is no 
specific budget for this component. The total Existing 
Facilities Program incentive budget for 2012-2015 is 
approximately $135 million. 

Program Status Active. 

http://www.nyserda.ny.gov/�
mailto:hms@nyserda.org�
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5.17.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Primary goal: kWh savings.  

Additional goal: identify additional energy efficiency, 
permanent demand reduction, and demand response 
implementation opportunities.  

Metrics: incentives paid, cost-effectiveness (TRC) for each 
individual project; simple payback; savings targets are rolled 
into Existing Facilities Program savings targets. 

Program Design Strategy 

The Monitoring Based Commissioning (MBCx) program is a 
pay for performance based program. Customer or vendor 
submits to NYSERDA for preapproval a proposal outlining 
additional system level metering and information systems to 
put in place along with the level of savings they expect to 
achieve from the project resulting from the improved 
information (usually 5-10%). Once approved and metering is 
in place, energy information is analyzed to identify operations 
and maintenance, capital improvement, and demand response 
opportunities, and an energy reduction plan is developed. The 
scope of work should include a multiyear energy monitoring 
plan to ensure the persistence of efforts and find additional 
opportunities. 

Customers may have internal staff expertise to take advantage 
of the program, or vendors may offer the entire service as a 
package. 

Target Customer Large office buildings, buildings with BAS or upgrading BAS; 
end user or contractors. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Varies depending on proposal. When working with some 
partners, customers may rely on the partner for all of the data 
analysis. For customers that want to do the data analysis 
internally, additional training and staff time may be required. 
Costs associated with training and staff time can be added to 
the project cost to be covered by incentives, however, project 
savings is still what determines the incentive amount, up to 
50% of the total project cost. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

No specific recruiting strategy; partners bring participants; 
marketed with other programs at NYSERDA events; starting 
to reach out directly to larger commercial real estate owners. 

Incentive Design Incentives are offered on a pay for performance basis ($0.05 
per kWh) for savings resulting from operational and existing 
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building commissioning (EBCx) measures. The incentives aim 
to cover the cost of metering and labor costs to analyze the 
data to identify opportunities and repair systems as necessary. 

Incentives are capped at 50% of the total project cost. 

Upon project completion, 60% of incentives are paid, and the 
balance is paid after a one-year monitoring period during 
which savings are verified. Final incentive payments “true 
up” incentives to actual savings. Technical consultants work 
with customers or vendors to document the savings. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Partners may apply to the program on behalf of customers; no 
tools or training are provided. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Applicants submitting MBCx projects involving 
comprehensive energy management system upgrades or 
additions are encouraged to pursue additional incentives for 
energy efficiency or demand response where applicable. 

5.17.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Technical analysis upon project close out documenting 
savings achieved. 

Baseline Methodology Developed through monitoring system. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Ongoing review with smaller revisions; two-year cycle for 
more formal review with more significant program revisions. 

Cost-effectiveness 
Metrics: Total resource cost test (TRC). 

Granularity: project level and measure level. 

5.17.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period September 2010 – February 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

10-20 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Two 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Unknown 
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# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Unknown 

Total # of Qualified Partners Open to all – no set requirements. 

# of Active Partners 10 

Program Costs to Date Not reported. 

Program Savings to Date Zero 

Key Success Factors Too early to tell. 

Barriers and Risks 

It is not clear yet what the uptake for this type of program will 
be, so it may not be worth the effort put into it. 

Ensuring that customers applying to the program do so for 
the right reasons, to improve energy efficiency, and not just to 
install submeters that will enable billing tenant individually. 

Future Plans 
Investigate how energy consumption changes with tenant 
submeters newly in place. 

5.17.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Energy information system with system level metrics, energy 
anomaly detection (EAD) or advanced energy information 
system (EIS) with system level metrics, building automation 
system (BAS) with metrics, fault detection and diagnostics 
(FDD), automated energy optimization (AEO) with system 
level monitoring. 

EMIS Purpose 

Develop an energy consumption baseline. 

Identify energy conservation and demand response measures. 

Measure and verify savings. 

EMIS Support Incentives for up to 50% of system installation and staffing 
and training costs. 

5.17.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
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5.18 Pacific Gas and Electric Company Monitoring Based 
Commissioning (MBCx) 

Type 
Investor-owned utility with 603K commercial electric 
customers, 1000 industrial electric customers, 178K 
commercial gas customers and 16K industrial gas customers. 

Territory Northern and Central California 

Website 
www.pge.com 
http://enovity.com/programs/mbpcx/pge/index.html 

5.18.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Monitoring Based Commissioning 

Program Contact Not provided. 

Program Description 

This is a third-party program managed and implemented by 
Enovity. Enovity’s Monitoring-Based Persistence 
Commissioning (MBPCx) Program provides technical services 
and cash incentives to optimize the energy efficiency of 
HVAC, lighting, and control systems in large commercial and 
institutional buildings. 

Program components include: benchmarking building 
performance; existing building commissioning (EBCx) study 
and report; recommendation of a continuous monitoring tool 
to sustain savings; verification of energy savings after 
implementation; cash incentives to reduce project costs. 

Program Start Date The MBPCx program was piloted from 2006-2009; it was fully 
launched in 2010. 

Program End Date Current contract through 2012. 

Program Budget and Cycle Cycle: 2010-2012 

Program Status Active. 

5.18.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

2010-2012 program goals: almost 11 million kWh, 676kW, 
187,500 therms. 

Program Design Strategy 

Pay for performance. The California Public Utilities 
Commission has directed California investor-owned utilities 
to allocate 20% of funding to third-party programs, which this 
program falls in to. To avoid paying for efforts that do not 
yield savings, the program ties payments to the third-party 

http://www.pge.com/�
http://enovity.com/programs/mbpcx/pge/index.html�
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implementer to savings achieved. 

Target Customer Large commercial facilities, typically >100K square feet, over 
500kW demand. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Commit to program and install measures identified. 
Customers are provided technical consulting services related 
to benchmarking, EBCx, and continuous monitoring tools. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Third-party implementers are responsible for recruiting 
participants. 

Incentive Design 

Incentives are paid to the vendor in two installments. The first 
installment is paid when the customer commits to install a 
suite of measures. The second payment is based on the actual 
savings once the measures are installed. The second payment 
is the full incentive amount minus the upfront installment. 
This incentive design spreads the risk between vendors and 
PG&E. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

The program is designed and implemented by a single third-
party provider, Enovity. PG&E reviews pre- and post-project 
engineering calculations for accuracy. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Benchmarking through ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

None. 

5.18.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Enovity verifies project implementation; third-party 
evaluation. 

Baseline Methodology Savings are measure based. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Last evaluation 2009, likely at the end of 2010-2012 program 
cycle again. 

Cost-effectiveness 
Metrics: unknown. 

Granularity: Each measure must be cost-effective. 

5.18.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period 2010-February 2011 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

23 
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# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Three 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

20 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

20-30 

Total # of Qualified 
Partners 

Not applicable. Enovity is the sole program implementer. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date 
Not provided. Pay for performance model directly ties costs to 
savings, plus small amount for ramp up and ramp down 
costs. 

Program Savings to Date Not provided. 

Key Success Factors Tie vendor payments to performance. 

Barriers and Risks Unknown. 

Future Plans Unknown. 

5.18.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Benchmarking (Portfolio Manager) and fault detection and 
diagnostics (PACRAT). 

EMIS Purpose 

Benchmarking: motivate customers; prioritize buildings. 

Fault detection and diagnostics: identify ongoing savings 
opportunities; improve the persistence of EBCx measures. 

EMIS Support Through third-party implementer. 

5.18.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Tie payments to performance. Previous EBCx programs paid on a time and materials basis, 
and this resulted in many studies completed, but much less implementation of studies. 

Contract directly with engineering firms that bring relationships (and customers) to the 
table. These firms will typically specialize in a single market segment, such as federal 
government buildings, hospitals, or retail stores. Smaller, targeted third-party programs 
tend to be more effective than larger, broader programs. 
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5.19 Pepco Holdings, Inc. Existing Buildings Retro-Commissioning 

Type Electric investor owned utility with 778K residential and 
business customers. 

Territory DC, and parts of MD, DE, NJ 

Website http://www.pepco.com/business 

5.19.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Existing Buildings Retro-Commissioning (EBCx) 

Program Contact 
PepcoEnergyEfficiency@LMBPS.com 

1-866-353-5798 

Program Description 

The Pepco and Delmarva Power Maryland Existing Buildings 
program for operations and maintenance (O&M) first matches 
customers with the appropriate program track for their needs. 
The entry point for all existing buildings O&M programs, 
with the exception of HVAC Tune Up, is benchmarking with 
ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager and a walk-through 
assessment. Based on the benchmarking and walk-through 
results, customers are matched to one of five participation 
tracks: full EBCx, HVAC Tune Up, Continuous Energy 
Improvement, Operations and Maintenance Training, or 
Occupant Training. 

The EBCx program is aimed at supporting customers assess 
energy efficiency in their facilities, identify energy saving 
opportunities, and optimizing their existing systems. The 
EBCx program is broken up into four phases: 

Phase One. EBCx Plan development based on ASHRAE Level 
1 energy audit findings. Includes scope of work and budget 
for Phase 2. 

Phase Two. EBCx Plan commitment and activation including 
ASHRAE Level 2 energy audit. 

Phase Three. Implementation of recommended measures. 

Phase Four. Continuous commissioning (CCx). 

Phase Four of this program is focused on continuous energy 
improvement and includes the following elements: 
documentation of all energy savings and improvements 
made; development of an energy management plan, 
operations and maintenance schedules, training plans, and a 

http://www.pepco.com/business�
mailto:PepcoEnergyEfficiency@LMBPS.com�
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continuous energy improvement plan. 

Program Start Date January 2010, renewed January 2012. 

Program End Date December 31, 2014  

Program Budget and Cycle 

2012-2014 

Pepco - $807,000 for incentives only (does not include 
program administration). 
Delmarva Power - $146,550 for incentives (does not include 
program administration). 

Additional incentives connected to the EBCx program related 
to installation of measures identified will go through the 
Custom and Existing Buildings Program. 

Program Status Active. 

5.19.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

2012-2014 goals are: 

Pepco - $807,000 for incentives; 429 participants; 4,354 MWh 
savings goal.  
 
Delmarva Power - $146,550 for incentives; 63 participants; 711 
MWh savings goal. 

Participation goals include O&M training session participants, 
with incentives typically a few hundred dollars for these 
participants (80% of cost of training up to $1000) versus the 
incentives for full EBCx study participants. 

Program Design Strategy 
Reduce energy use through O&M improvements. Flexible 
program allows customers to enter program at any of the four 
steps outlined. 

Target Customer 
Large (>75K square feet) commercial and industrial existing 
buildings, preferably with a building automation system 
(BAS). 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Demonstrated commitment to spend at least $15,000 on EBCx 
and implementation of recommendations; Phase Four (CCx) 
requires additional commitment to development of long-term 
energy management plan. Benchmarking is a prerequisite for 
full EBCx and CCx. 

Participant Recruiting Target sector marketing and EBCx and CCx provider 
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Strategy channels. 

Incentive Design Incentives available at each of the four phases of the program 
for up to 50% of the cost of the phase. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Worked with partners on program design. Cx partners 
responsible for EBCx and CCx process. Partners trained on 
program, but no special tools provided. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Use ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager or DOE CBECS data to 
screen for energy use intensity. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Key account management and energy engineers. 

5.19.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Walk-throughs by EBCx or CCx provider to ensure 
recommendations implemented. 

Baseline Methodology No measurement and verification. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Planned for 2012 – 2014. 

Cost-effectiveness 
Metric: Total resource cost (TRC). 

Granularity: unknown. 

5.19.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period Through April 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

To be determined. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

28 

All 28 participants to date have participated in the training 
tracks only. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Six 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

243 

Total # of Qualified Partners 44 

# of Active Partners 33 

Program Costs to Date Not reported. 
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Program Savings to Date Not reported. 

Key Success Factors TBD. 

Barriers and Risks 

Programs are short in length, average is three years from 
implementation to close out, but CCx and EBCx programs are 
long-term efforts. 

Identifying high impact, high savings projects. 

Gaining buy in from customers to commit to long-range 
energy efficiency goals. 

Future Plans  

5.19.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type 
Monthly benchmarking (ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager) 
and building automation system. 

EMIS Purpose Identify target customers; improve persistence of savings; 
enable continuous energy improvement. 

EMIS Support 
Incentives combined with additional walk-throughs and 
training by EBCx and CCx agents in the months after project 
completion. 

5.19.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
EBCx programs are long-term programs. Need short-term successful initiatives to engage 
customer interest. 

Programs need the flexibility to be able to quickly adjust offerings and incentives to market 
conditions. 

For programs considering a similar approach, consider the following: incorporation of 
benchmarking as a participant pre-requisite; additional walk-through as follow-up to 
benchmarking initiative; more focus on simple O&M improvements, such as HVAC tune 
ups, economizer checks and repairs, and control system improvements; training to include 
operational and professional building staff and building occupants. 
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5.20 Puget Sound Energy Resource Conservation Manager 

Type Natural gas and electric utility serving 1.1 million electric 
customers and 750K natural gas customers.  

Territory Select areas of Washington State. 

Website http://pse.com/savingsandenergycenter/ForBusinesses/Pag
es/Resource-Conservation-Manager.aspx 

5.20.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Resource Conservation Manager (RCM) 

Program Contact 1-800-562-1482 

Program Description 

The RCM program works with customers who make a three-
year commitment to dedicate staff time, track utility costs and 
consumption, and implement low and no cost savings 
measures to yield savings across all utilities. PSE provides a 
resource accounting system, financial support for dedicated 
staff resources, support for development of organizational 
policies and plans, facility assessments, and education. 

Program Start Date First formal agreement signed 2003. 

Program End Date Ongoing. 

Program Budget and Cycle $3,000,000/year 

Program Status Active. 

5.20.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

2011 Targets: 32,500,000 kWh and 1,400,000 Therms. 

 

Program Design Strategy 

The program works with customers to improve 
environmental stewardship and reduce utility costs. Energy 
savings come from low cost, no cost, operations, maintenance, 
and behavior savings opportunities.  

Target Customer 

Commercial, industrial, government and educational 
customers with roughly 3 million square feet of conditioned 
space, an annual utility or resource budget of at least $2 
million, and one owner and one facilities team. Smaller 
organizations are also encouraged to use the program by 
incorporating RCM tasks into an existing position, creating a 
part-time RCM, or partnering with other sites which together 

http://pse.com/savingsandenergycenter/ForBusinesses/Pages/Resource-Conservation-Manager.aspx�
http://pse.com/savingsandenergycenter/ForBusinesses/Pages/Resource-Conservation-Manager.aspx�
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meet the program eligibility requirements. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

The customer agrees to allocate staff time to RCM activities or 
to hire an RCM. They also must agree to complete the scope of 
work with deliverables and reach the savings targets. This is a 
three-year agreement. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Minimal recruitment efforts; program has grown mostly 
through word of mouth. Collateral used are brochures and 
PowerPoint presentations. 

Incentive Design 

During the first year, PSE provides $28,000 per one FTE (35% 
of first year costs), which is typically paid 6-9 months after the 
contract is signed. This is in exchange for the following 
required deliverables: hiring an RCM or dedicating staff to 
RCM activities, implementing a resource accounting system, 
completing a Resource Management Plan, and completing 
Facility Action Plans for all buildings.  

For the second and third years, PSE provides performance 
grants which are equal to the start-up incentive if the portfolio 
has not changed. In order to receive these grants, the customer 
must complete start-up deliverables and achieve year one 
projected savings. These grants are payable upon achieving a 
preestablished savings target.  

 

There are additional RCM grants available which include: 

An RCM training stipend of up to $2000 and site-based 
incentives for building occupants of up to $2500. 

The RCM training stipend is based on two registrations per 
full-time equivalent (FTE) and building operator certification. 
The site-based incentives are awarded directly to facilities 
based on the implementation of verifiable savings by 
occupants. The site-based incentives are $500 per facility, up 
to a total of $2500 per FTE.  

Over the three years there is the potential for $88,500 in 
grants.  

After the initial three years, renewal grants are available, 
which are also three-year contracts. The renewal grant 
provides an additional performance based grant equal to the 
original start-up grant, provided the portfolio has not 
changed. These are payable upon reaching a 5% reduction 
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goal using the baseline fixed at the end of year three of the 
initial RCM program. The customer is given three full years to 
reach their target. PSE also provides continued support for the 
utility manager software and continued access to value-added 
services. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Technical support for utility manger and hosting of program 
documents is provided via a vendor contract. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

Program staff funnels RCM customers to various PSE services 
including major accounts, billing, and other grant and rebate 
programs. 

5.20.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Documentation showing completion of milestones is 
submitted to PSE for review, including resource management 
plans, facility action plans, inventory of actions to take, energy 
consumption data, proof of actions (work orders, e-mails, 
copies of behavior change campaign materials, etc.), and 
annual energy savings reports. 

Energy savings are tracked and verified through annual 
savings evaluations. The annual savings evaluation consists of 
verifying utility billed energy data in the base and current 
years, evaluating adjustments, performing a regression 
analysis on each site, collecting savings data from completed 
non-RCM PSE-funded energy conservation measures during 
the current year, and subtracting these claimed savings from 
the analysis.  

Baseline Methodology 

Whole building level regression analysis, taking into account 
energy consumption drivers such as weather, occupancy, load 
changes, and major projects. Baseline is 12 months prior to 
contract sign date, or it can be aligned to customer fiscal year 
if reasonable. Monthly utility bills are the primary basis of the 
analysis, with interval data used to identify opportunities and 
document results on changes to operation. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Third-party evaluation in 2007. 

Deep evaluation under way as of October 2011. 

Cost-effectiveness Metrics: L/C and total resource cost 
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Granularity: Each customer project must be cost-effective. 

5.20.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period Snapshot, October 2011  

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

110 customers, 86 active contracts.  

Nearly 160 million square feet. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Not reported. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Not applicable. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Not applicable. 

Total # of Qualified Partners Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date $80K-$100K per customer per year. 

Program Savings to Date 

(2003 – 2010) 

110,700,000 kWh 

4,000,000 therms 

Key Success Factors 

A successful program will include a resource accounting 
system, commitment and support from top management, 
dedicated resource conservation manager, organizational 
policies and guidelines, facility assessments, and education 
and feedback. 

Barriers and Risks 

Diminishing returns from long-term participants. 

Market saturation as most large customers are already 
involved. 

Cost-effectively offering the program to smaller customers 
(customers eligible for less than one FTE grant) as the savings 
are less but require the same amount of support. 

Job creep for RCMs. 

Community based efforts which have no defined program or 
are not a traditional RCM program and so can interfere.  

Future Plans The RCM program will look to identify, and market to, 
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remaining qualifying customers as well as identify ways to 
increase performance of existing customers, such as increasing 
the incentive levels for performance grants or increasing one-
on-one involvement with the customer. Standardize the 
methodology for multicustomer portfolios, for example for 
property management and leased spaces.  

5.20.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type 

Energy information system (EIS). 

PC-based utility accounting software provided to each 
customer; PSE provides electronic downloads of monthly 
billing data. Software is used by PSE to perform regression 
analysis annually to calculate savings. 

Access to revenue meter interval data is provided to customer 
via a password protected web interface. Interval data is 
available for most PSE electric meters and some PSE gas 
meters. Interval data is used to identify opportunities and 
demonstrate results for short periods. The system is used to 
provide supporting documentation for annual analysis. 

EMIS Purpose 
Identify savings opportunities, track energy consumption, 
and verify savings. 

EMIS Support PSE provides training to customers on each system provided. 

5.20.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Need the full set of program elements for success. 
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5.21 Salt River Project SPATIA 
Type Power and water utility. 

Territory 
SRP serves about half of the Phoenix metropolitan area, 
including roughly 100,000 commercial and industrial 
customers. 

Website www.srpnet.com 

5.21.1 General Program Information 
Program Name SPATIA 

Program Contact 

Richard Mack, Program Manager 

richard.mack@srpnet.com 

602.236.4499 

Program Description 

The SPATIA utilizes an SRP-developed energy information 
system to help large commercial and industrial customers 
monitor energy use. The program is intended to make 
customers aware of their energy use, and to promote peak 
load shifting and energy efficiency.  

Program Start Date 

SPATIA has been in place as a customer service program for 
many years, but began capturing energy savings for the SRP 
Sustainable Portfolio Plan in fiscal year (FY) 2008 (May 1, 
2007). 

Program End Date Ongoing. 

Program Budget and Cycle 
$110,000 for FY 2012 (May 1, 2011 – April 30, 2012); $157,000 
for FY 2013 (May 1, 2012 – April 30, 2013); annual budget 
cycles. 

Program Status Active. 

5.21.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives 
and Metrics 

Help customers monitor energy use to promote load shifting 
and efficient use of resources. 

Metrics: Customer participation and energy savings. 

Energy savings goal: 560,000 kWh/year – incremental savings 
from new customers. 

Program Design Strategy Provide EIS systems to largest commercial and industrial 
customers to encourage energy use monitoring, reduction, 

mailto:richard.mack@srpnet.com�
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and peak demand shifting. 

Target Customer Large commercial and industrial customers. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

Monitor energy use and peak demand using EIS. 

SRP provides training and ongoing support. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

SRP key account managers promote the program. 

Incentive Design 

The program does not offer a typical incentive. However, E60 
customers (largest commercial accounts) can receive a free 
SPATIA EIS system, free installation, and free monthly 
interval data uploads. E30 customers pay $500 for the first 
meter, $400 for each additional meter, and $30 per month for 
monthly interval data uploads. Both customer levels can opt 
to pay $50 per month for an upgrade to daily interval data 
uploads, or $65 per month for wireless access to the interval 
data. 

Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Program is designed, implemented and managed by SRP. 
Cadmus provides semiannual process and impact evaluation 
reports, and verifies annual savings and participation claims. 

SRP provides training and ongoing support. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

SRP key account managers (KAMs) promote the program’s 
services to the largest SRP C&I customers. SRP Energy 
Solutions department works with interested customers to 
install the equipment, train building operators, and provides 
ongoing support. SRP Energy Efficiency and Policy Analysis 
department monitors participation and measures, verifies, 
and reports the energy savings. 

5.21.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Not applicable. 

Baseline Methodology 

Deemed savings of 0.14 kWh per square foot is derived from 
measured and verified results of Building Operator 
Certification course operated by the Northwest Energy 
Efficiency Alliance (NEEA). 
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Regulatory Framework Cost-effective at the program level. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Cadmus provides regular process and impact evaluation 
reports, and verifies annual savings and participation claims 
annually. 

Cadmus monitors ongoing participation levels and tracked 
savings. They also contact various stakeholders to evaluate 
the process, the deemed savings, free ridership, and spillover. 

Cost-effectiveness 

Metrics: Total resource cost (TRC) FY11 result was 1.6. 

Granularity: The overall SPATIA program must be cost-
effective. 

5.21.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period SRP FY 2012: 5/1/2011 – 4/30/2012 (as of February 2012). 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

Since inception in 2000: 258 customers, 841 locations, 996 
metering points. 

New in FY 2012: 26 customers, 39 locations, 39 metering 
points. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

Currently participating: 

258 customers, 841 locations, 996 metering points. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Not applicable. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Not applicable.  

Total # of Qualified 
Partners 

Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date 
FY 2012: $99,278 

Costs driven by meter installs and key account manager labor. 

Program Savings to Date 650,000 kWh (incremental savings due to new customers in FY 
2012.) 

Key Success Factors Currently enjoys very low operational costs. 

Barriers and Risks Desire to expand program to smaller C&I customers will 
result in much higher costs. 
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Marketing costs will skyrocket, as smaller customers do not 
have dedicated account managers. 

Call center operations will need to be expanded to address 
unmanaged account questions, and to provide customer 
support to a larger audience. 

Internal support will need to grow. 

Cost of meter and EIS install for smaller C&I customers is 
relatively high. 

Future Plans Limited changes are expected in the near future. 

5.21.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Energy information system (EIS) 

EMIS Purpose Help customers monitor energy use to promote load shifting 
and efficient use of resources. 

EMIS Support 
Free or reduced cost equipment and installation; additional 
support through key account managers. 

5.21.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
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5.22  San Diego Gas and Electric Company Technical Assistance &  
Technology Incentives for Demand Response 

Type Utility providing electric service to 1.4 million customers, of 
which 150K are commercial and 700 are industrial. 

Territory 4100 square miles in San Diego and southern Orange counties, 
California. 

Website http://www.sdge.com/tati 

5.22.1 General Program Information 

Program Name 
Technical Assistance & Technology Incentives for Demand 
Response 

Program Contact 

Stephen Elliott 

858-636-5774 

SElliott2@semprautilities.com 

Program Description 

The Technical Assistance & Technology Incentives (TA & TI) 
for Demand Response program is a statewide program. The 
TA program offers a free audit to seek out demand response 
opportunities as well as potential energy efficiency measures. 
The results of the audit are reviewed with the customer and 
utility to assess and determine if the identified measures are 
acceptable to both parties. If the measures are accepted, the 
customer can move into the TI program, which provides an 
incentive for hardware and software supporting 
implementation of the demand response strategies. In 
exchange for the incentives, the customer agrees to participate 
in an automated demand response program for one year. 

The TA & TI program is currently in an extension period that 
is operating under the above guidelines. 

Potential Changes: If SDG&E’s 2012-2014 Demand Response 
filing is adopted by the PUC, an audit will require a one-year 
commitment to a DR program and a TI will require a three-
year commitment. 

Program Start Date 2006 

Program End Date 

2011, however the program was extended due to a delay in 
the PUC ruling on the 2012-2014 Demand Response Program 
Cycle. A new program with new rules is anticipated to launch 
in early 2012. 

http://www.sdge.com/tati�
mailto:SElliott2@semprautilities.com�
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Program Budget and Cycle 

The budget for the 2012 DR extension program is the same as 
2011 ($3.35 million for TA and $4 million for TI). 

The 2012-2014 budget is proposed at $9.963 million for TA 
and $9.068 million for TI. Funding for 2013 and 2014 for TA is 
anticipated to be integrated into the IDSM budget efforts. 

Program Status Active. 

5.22.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, Objectives, 
and Metrics 

Load impact (kW) and cost-effectiveness, which compares the 
load reduction to the cost of equipment plus program 
administration; consistency of participation by customers. 

No specific load impact target; cost-effectiveness target is 
better than one, including only direct costs and load 
reduction. 

Identify demand response and energy efficiency measures 
and implement cost-effective and reliable dispatchable load. 

Program Design Strategy 

Identify opportunities for customers to participate in demand 
response and energy efficiency programs by providing 
incentives for study and enabling equipment. 

Target Customer 

Customers with three consecutive months of 100kW demand 
and above are eligible to participate in a TA. Customers with 
demand of 20kW and above are eligible to participate in a TI. 

Role of Customer (includes 
customer training and tools 
provided) 

It is anticipated that participating customers will be highly 
interested in implementing demand response and energy 
efficiency strategies in the proposed audits. 

Training and tools: Customers may receive e-mails and 
participate in workshops described under Role of Partners 
section. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Through account executives and vendors. 

Incentive Design 

Auditors are paid for completed audits at a rate of $100 per 
approved kW reduction. The incentive is not to exceed the 
cost of the audit. Technology Incentives are paid based on a 
rate of $300 per approved kW reduction for automated 
demand response and $125 per approved kW reduction for 
semiautomated demand response. The incentive is not to 
exceed the cost of the project. 
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Role of Partners (includes 
partner training and tools 
provided) 

Aggregators both market and participate heavily in the 
program; auditors may be chosen by the customer or SDG&E 
may provide the auditor if the customer does not have a 
preference. 

Training and tools: Annual demand response workshops for 
partners, customers, and energy auditors with training on 
how the program works and how to calculate demand 
reduction. Program workbook (70-80 pages) gives examples of 
calculations and common measures. 

Program Coordination 
(External) 

Efforts are made to align programs with other California 
investor-owned utilities; statewide consistency is anticipated 
in the next few years. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal) 

Coordinated with account executives. The audit may identify 
energy efficiency opportunities as well, and account 
executives will guide customers to the appropriate programs 
for these opportunities. 

5.22.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

SDG&E retained an engineering review firm to conduct audit 
reviews to validate the approved potential load reduction. 

The Technology Incentives program relies on a third-party 
engineering review firm to conduct the load shed validation 
test once demand response equipment is in place. A third-
party also reviews the list of equipment installed to ensure 
that it is all related to the demand response program. 

Baseline Methodology 

Live test once the demand response equipment is installed is 
used for incentive calculations. The baseline for the test goes 
back 10 days prior to the test, excluding holidays, weekends, 
and demand response events, and determines the customer’s 
peak demand by averaging the peak demand from the days 
with the highest temperatures. Based on this methodology, 
most customers wait until hot summer days for testing. 

Meter data is used to determine actual demand reduction 
during demand response events. Customers can also view this 
data. 

Program Evaluation Timing 
and Methodology 

Load impact study and cost-effectiveness calculation 
discussed under program review section are evaluated. 

Cost-effectiveness Metrics 
Metrics: value of load reduction versus the cost of equipment 
plus program administration. 
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Granularity: each project must be cost-effective. 

5.22.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time period As of March 2012. 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

588 unique customers have participated in the Technical 
Assistance program. 

60 TI projects were completed in 2011. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

See above. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

As of March 2012, one customer is in the TI process. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

 As of March 2012, five customers are in the TA process. 

Total # of Qualified 
Partners 

Not applicable. 

# of Active Partners Not applicable. 

Program Costs to Date 

2009 – March 2011 about $4 million. 

Costs driven by energy audit and direct equipment incentives. 

Program Savings to Date Cumulative measure not applicable. 

Key Success Factors 

Win-win program design for the customer. Program design 
minimizes the customer’s risk related to incurring expenses 
for the audit and upgrading equipment. Customers help the 
community by keeping the grid running. 

Regulatory environment supports the program. Utility has 
support for demand response from the PUC and can count on 
load reductions from the program as a resource. 

Barriers and Risks 

Communications. Customers perceive automated demand 
response as losing control of their ability to determine when 
their systems will go up and down, which they will typically 
not agree to. In this program, the customer retains ultimate 
control over their systems, and this needs to be carefully 
explained for customers to consider participation. 

Lack of clear performance goals for participation. Account 
executives are currently responsible for recruiting customers 
into program, but they do not have specific goals tied to 
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performance evaluation. 

Future Plans 

For 2012-2014, SDG&E is proposing to redesign incentives so 
that a portion of the incentives are performance based. For the 
2009-2011 program cycle, the customer received incentives 
based on the post-installation testing, but there was no 
verification that the customer actually performed at this level 
throughout the demand response program season. For 2012-
2014, SDG&E proposed to redesign incentives such that the 
customer receives 60% of the incentives after the validation 
test, and the remaining 40% after the first demand response 
season. The percentage of the remaining incentives the 
customer receives would be based on performance. If the 
customer performs at 100% of the level expected, the customer 
would receive 100% of the remaining incentives. If the 
customer performs at 50% of the level expected based on the 
validation test, the customer would receive 50% of the 
remaining incentives. 

For 2012-2014, SDG&E is proposing to extend the length of the 
customer commitment to the demand response program from 
one year to three years. 

For 2012-2014, SDG&E is proposing to provide account 
executives with specific goals tied to performance evaluations. 

5.22.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type 
Customers must have a building automation system (BAS) in 
place. 

EMIS Purpose Supports participation in demand response program. 

EMIS Support 
Incentives for system audit and equipment upgrades to enable 
participation in demand response program. 

5.22.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Consider wireless technology in the future for smaller customers (200kW and below). 
Wireless technology may enable cost-effective participation on a smaller scale, including for 
those customers without a BAS, to control a single system such as lighting or HVAC. 
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5.23 Southern California Edison and Southern California Gas Company12

Type 

 
Continuous Energy Improvement 

SCE is an investor-owned electric utility with approximately 600K 
commercial customers and 34K industrial customers. SoCalGas is 
an investor-owned gas utility with approximately 185K 
commercial customers and 19K industrial customers. 

Territory Southern California 

Website http://www.sce.com/business/energy-solutions/continous-
energy-improvement.htm 

5.23.1 General Program Information 
Program Name Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI) 

Program Contact 

Mugi Lukito (SCE) 

Mugimin.Lukito@sce.com 

626-302-0502 

 

Glenda Towns (SoCalGas) 

gtowns@semprautilties.com 

213-244-3659 

Program Description 

CEI provides consulting services at no charge to commercial 
customers to: identify and launch projects that reduce energy 
waste; leverage existing incentive programs for electricity and 
natural gas; and pursue branding and certification programs 
(such as ENERGY STAR® and LEED for existing buildings). 

Program Start Date Launched September 2010. 

Program End Date Ongoing through end of program cycle in 2012. 

Program Budget and 
Cycle 

Between SCE and SoCalGas, about $5 million through 2012. 

Program Status Pilot. 

                                                 
12 This program is being piloted by all four investor owned utilities in California (Southern California 
Edison, Southern California Gas Company, San Diego Gas and Electric, and Pacific Gas and Electric. 

http://www.sce.com/business/energy-solutions/continous-energy-improvement.htm�
http://www.sce.com/business/energy-solutions/continous-energy-improvement.htm�
mailto:Mugimin.Lukito@sce.com�
mailto:gtowns@semprautilties.com�
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5.23.2 Program Details 

Program Goals, 
Objectives and Metrics 

To promote strategic energy planning and management by 
supporting customers in setting up the organizational 
infrastructure required to effectively make and persistently act 
upon demand response, energy efficiency, and renewable energy 
decisions. 

This is a strategic offering, not a resource acquisition program, so 
there are no direct savings goals. 

Participation goals: about five commercial sites and 10-15 
industrial sites over next two years. 

Metrics: 

Increased participation in existing energy efficiency, demand 
response, and renewable programs. 

Increased energy efficiency activities within customer 
organizations. 

Market penetration of organizations pursing or achieving energy 
management certifications within target customer group. 

Program Design 
Strategy 

This is an experimental pilot to learn the challenges and nuances 
of a continuous energy improvement approach. 

This pilot uses a six sigma approach to CEI. The program 
supports customers in implementation of CEI processes by 
providing dedicated CEI consulting partners (a.k.a. CEI Advisors) 
to guide customers in development of a CEI culture. Dedicated 
CEI Advisors support facilities; identify areas of need; conduct 
assessments; connect customers with additional resources like 
California utility programs and DOE and ENERGY STAR tools, 
products, and programs; support the development of an 
organizational energy policy and short term plans; and execute, 
adjust, and reassess energy plans in a continuous loop. 

Target Customer 

This approach is likely to be most effective with large 
organizations with sufficient resources to implement energy 
efficiency and demand side management projects. Typically, these 
customers will have a previously assigned account manager, 
500kW demand or more, or annual gas consumption of 100K 
therms or more. 

The long-term intent of the program is to work with all customers, 
regardless of size. 
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Role of Customer 
(includes customer 
training and tools 
provided) 

Customers are recommended for the program by account 
managers. SCE contacts the customers and, through a series of 
informal meetings with SCE over one to three months, matches 
expectations regarding the program intent, support, customer 
resources to effectively participate, and development of a CEI 
culture. The customer and SCE sign an MOU, which serves as a 
road map and outlines the resources each party (customer, 
utilities, and consultants) will bring to the process. 

Consultant support and tools as identified appropriate by the 
consultant. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Account managers recommend customers to the program. 

Incentive Design Consultant services provided free of charge to the customer 
through the program. 

Role of Partners 
(includes partner 
training and tools 
provided) 

This program relies on consulting partners who serve as CEI 
Advisors, two for commercial and three for industrial and 
agricultural (four total). Customers are paired up with a CEI 
Advisor with expertise in the customer’s area. The program is not 
open to accept additional partner applications at this time. 

Consulting partners were deeply involved in designing the 
program framework and identifying best practices and tools to 
use in the program. Partners were selected through a request for 
proposal (RFP) process. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

Between SCE and SoCalGas; statewide pilot. 

This program leverages several national and international 
platforms, including: ENERGY STAR (Portfolio Manager and 
Energy Management Tools), the US Department of Energy 
Superior Energy Performance Program, the ISO 50001 Energy 
Management Standard, and LEED. Pursuit and achievement of 
appropriate energy management certification and 
accomplishments is an important market transformation indicator 
and program goal. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

One of the program goals is to funnel customers to existing 
incentive programs. 

5.23.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 
Quality Assurance 
Approach 

Track indicators of market transformation; track savings at a 
whole building level; pursuit and achievement of third-party 
certifications (LEED, ISO 50001, ENERGY STAR, Superior Energy 
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Performance). 

Baseline Methodology 

For commercial facilities, ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager will 
likely be the most common tool used to baseline energy 
consumption and benchmark facilities. Industrial and agricultural 
customers may use different tools depending on needs, and 
consultants may develop additional system level baselines, if 
necessary. 

Program Evaluation 
Timing and 
Methodology 

Review cycle 2010-2012; expected to start in 2012 and will be 
monitoring progress on an ongoing basis. 

Cost-effectiveness Not applicable – strategic offering. 

5.23.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time 
period 

September 2010 – January 2012 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

17, five commercial and 12 industrial. 

# of Customers Through 
Entire Program 

0 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

2 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

15 commercial – establishing baseline. 

Total # of Qualified 
Partners 

4 

# of Active Partners 4 

Program Costs to Date Approximately $1.2 million, mostly consultant fees. 

Program Savings to 
Date 

0 

Key Success Factors Too early to comment. 

Barriers and Risks Too early to comment. 

Future Plans TBD. 
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5.23.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Benchmarking (BMK) and energy anomaly detection (EAD) / 
advanced energy information system (EIS) through Pulse Energy 

EMIS Purpose 

Benchmarking: support development of energy management 
culture. 

Advanced EIS: learn how this tool influences energy decision 
making and development of energy efficiency intelligence. 

EMIS Support 

Consultant support with ENERGY STAR benchmarking. 

Provide advanced EIS free for 1-2 years. SCE will pay for 
installation costs and 1-2 years of service. 

5.23.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
Map out the program course at the beginning. With comprehensive programs, there’s so 
many possibilities that you can get lost. 

Coordination with consultants can be somewhat challenging as they come from different 
backgrounds. 

Do a good job documenting progress and place the reporting burden on consultants. Make 
sure reports are provided to customers and utility account executive biweekly. Make sure 
consultants are disciplined. 
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5.24 Xcel Energy Energy Management Systems (CO) and Efficiency 
Controls (MN) 

Type 

Utility with 3.4 million electric customers and 1.9 million natural 
gas customers in 8 states. NSP-Minnesota, which includes 
operations in Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota, serves 
1.4 million electric customers and more than 481,000 natural gas 
customers. Of the electric customers, more than 150,000 are 
commercial and industrial. Public Service Company of Colorado 
serves 1.4 million electric customers and 1.3 million natural gas 
customers. Of the electric customers, more than 152,000 are 
commercial and industrial. 

Territory 
Xcel serves customers in Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Texas, and Wisconsin. The 
program discussed here is available in Colorado and Minnesota 

Website http://www.xcelenergy.com 

5.24.1 General Program Information 

Program Name Energy Management Systems (CO) and Efficiency Controls 
programs (MN) 

Program Contact 

Business Solutions Center 

bsc@xcelenergy.com 

800-481-4700 

Program Description 
The Energy Management Systems and Efficiency Controls 
programs are custom programs offering incentives for adding 
control points and energy management systems. 

Program Start Date 
MN: 2003 under Custom Efficiency, 2007 as solo program. 

CO: 2007. 

Program End Date Ongoing. 

Program Budget and 
Cycle 

For the 2012 calendar year (electric and gas combined): 

MN: $1,636,102  

CO: $1,579,104 

Program Status Active. 

5.24.2 Program Details 
Program Goals, Goals 

http://www.xcelenergy.com/�
mailto:bsc@xcelenergy.com�
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Objectives and 
Metrics 

CO 2012 goals: 8,495,894 net generator* kWh, 2,889 Dekatherms. 

MN 2012 goals: 16,550,599 net generator kWh, 20,250 Dekatherms. 

 

Metrics 

CO: number of participants, peak KW saved. 

MN: net generator kWh, peak and implied kW, participants. 

*Net generator kWh is the customers’ annual kWh savings, 
adjusted upward for line loss factors, and adjusted downward for 
net-to-gross (NTG) factors. In CO, the assumed line loss is 0.065 and 
assumed free ridership of 13%. In MN, the assumed line loss is 
0.04235 and the NTG factor is one, so no additional NTG 
adjustment is made. 

Program Design 
Strategy 

Originally part of Xcel Energy’s custom programs, and when the 
volume of applications for this technology reached a critical mass, 
energy management system and controls technologies were 
developed into a standalone program to streamline application and 
administration. 

Target Customer 
Larger customers, for example, those with projects with savings 
potential of 10kW or 100,000kWh, as well as small to mid-sized 
customers. 

Role of Customer 
(includes customer 
training and tools 
provided) 

Proactive customers may seek out and apply to program 
independent of service providers. 

Customer training is held periodically at events but may focus more 
on all available programs rather than single program training. This 
program utilizes account manager and trade relations to interface 
with the customer on project needs. 

Participant Recruiting 
Strategy 

Web based marketing, trade shows and associations, channel 
management, account management, call center, direct e-mail.  
Programs focus on streamlining internal processes, providing 
intensive training for our account management (large customer) 
representatives and Business Solutions Center (small and mid-
customer) representatives, and one-on-one push through the trade 
partners. 

Incentive Design Custom incentives based on estimated kW or kWh savings 
resulting from project implementation 

Role of Partners 
(includes partner 

Xcel provides a list of energy management system and controls 
service providers, however, Xcel does not qualify or endorse the 
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training and tools 
provided) 

providers. Service providers are a significant channel for driving 
customer participation. 

Xcel provides vendors with information on application 
expectations, including scope, pricing and equipment, and 
scheduling needs. Informally provides additional information as 
needed. 

Program Coordination 
(External)  

None. 

Program Coordination 
(Internal)  

None. 

5.24.3 Quality Assurance, Evaluation, and Cost-effectiveness 

Quality Assurance 
Approach 

For all projects, the account representative and the customer must 
sign verification that the project was implemented as planned.   

Projects with > 1 GWh savings or 20,000 Dth require pre- and post-
implementation measurement and verification. 

Selected projects, at engineering’s discretion, have pre- and post-
implementation measurement and verification. 

At least 10% of all projects with < 1GWh savings are audited by a 
third-party engineering firm. (CO) 

10% of completed projects are verified one year post-completion to 
ensure system is operating as rebated. (MN) 

Baseline Methodology 
Bill history, followed by itemized review and analysis of the 
equipment, scheduling, set points, etc., to be controlled by the 
project. 

Program Evaluation 
Timing and 
Methodology 

CO: expect a third-party evaluation in 2011 or 2012. 

MN: completed third-party evaluation in 2010. 

Internally programs are continually evaluated, including internal 
audits of sampled projects as well as detailed review and revision 
of any projects with deviations between estimates and 
measurement and verification results.  

Cost-effectiveness 

Metrics: TRC, cost benefit analysis, simple payback, participant test, 
utility test, and societal test. 

Granularity: each project must be cost-effective for approval. 
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5.24.4 Current Program Status and Future Plans 
Status for what time 
period 

2010 calendar year 

Total # of Customers 
Participating 

MN 2010: 104 electricity projects, 51 gas projects. 

CO: 50 electric projects, 14 gas projects. 

# of Customers 
Through Entire 
Program 

Hundreds over time. 

# of Customers in 
Implementation Stage 

Hundreds. 

# of Customers in Pre-
Implementation 

Hundreds. 

Total # of Qualified 
Partners 

We don’t qualify partners for this program, but estimate about 25 
participating providers, and more inquiring on the program 
regularly. 

# of Active Partners 25 

Program Costs to Date Not reported. 

Program Savings to 
Date 

Not reported. 

Key Success Factors 

Achieve program alignment with: 

Internal account representatives, to help them understand the value 
of the program, how it can complement our other programs, and 
how it is worth their time.  

Trade partners to help them understand rebates don’t increase with 
projects costs and that higher projects costs can jeopardize any 
rebate.  

Dedicated resources to gather details and analyze projects in a 
timely fashion. 

Company effort to ensure regulatory compliance and approval. 

Barriers and Risks 

Discouragement among account representatives or trade partners 
about project qualification rates or rebate percentages. 

Cross-cannibalization of other similarly defined programs, such as 
recommissioning (EBCx).  

Planned assumptions for the goals not aligned with how the 
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projects are actually booked (concern for any program). 

Failure to meet regulatory expectations for the ability to show 
influence over projects. 

Decreasing opportunities to install new systems. 

Not clearly defining replacement systems. 

Future Plans TBD. 

5.24.5 Role of Energy Management and Information Systems 
(EMIS) 

EMIS Type Building automation systems (BAS) and controls. 

EMIS Purpose Realize energy savings by using energy where and when it is 
needed. 

EMIS Support Prescriptive incentives for project cost. 

5.24.6 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 
See Key Success Factors and Barriers and Risks above. 

Market transformation could be an important issue to watch. 

We’re seeing a trend toward systems with sophisticated measurement and reporting 
functions, but we don’t currently have approval to take credit for ongoing savings that could 
result from using those functions. Getting regulatory alignment for what, if any, of those 
savings can be taken, and how those savings can be calculated, are issues to watch. 
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6 Appendix A: EMIS Framework13

Tables 9 and 10 below provide additional details for understanding the different types 
of EMIS. 

 

                                                 
13 This characterization of EMIS functions was developed in 2010 by the CEE Whole Building 
Performance Committee. CEE members and industry partners have reviewed this characterization, 
however, it is important to note that while there was general consensus on the characterization itself, 
there is not broad energy efficiency industry or EMIS industry consensus on the nomenclature used to 
describe EMIS and EMIS functions. This EMIS characterization and the nomenclature presented here are 
not intended to be authoritative. 
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Table 9.   Whole Building Level EMIS Characteristics 

 Monthly Energy 
Monitoring Systems 

Energy Information 
Systems 

Energy Anomaly 
Detection Systems 

Known As 

Billing Reconciliation, 
Whole Building 
Benchmarking, Monthly 
Billing Analysis 

Basic Energy Information 
System, Basic Performance 
Tracking Systems, Whole 
Building Monitoring, 
Enterprise Energy 
Management System, 
Continuous Energy 
Monitoring Systems 

Advanced Fault Detection 
Monitoring, Whole Building 
Monitoring with Fault 
Detection, Enterprise Energy 
Management System, Energy 
Information Systems, 
Advanced Energy 
Information Systems 

What Makes 
This Tool 
Different? 

Basic infrastructure 
requirements (utility 
bills), basic functionality 

More advanced metering, 
more advanced analysis, but 
still historical only 

Advanced analysis, including 
predictive consumption 
modeling and exception / 
anomaly / fault reporting 

Data Scope Whole building Whole building to systems Whole building to systems 

Data Interval Monthly Hourly to real time Hourly to real time 

Technical 
Capabilities 

Normalization for basic 
energy drivers such as 
weather and occupancy; 
benchmarking 

Normalization: basic to 
customer specific; 
benchmarking; energy 
analysis (consumption and 
demand profiles, bill analysis, 
etc.) 

Normalization, 
benchmarking, energy 
analysis, energy modeling, 
exception / anomaly / fault 
reporting 

Primary 
Applications 

1. Utility bill 
reconciliation 
 
2. Multi-unit 
comparisons (single 
owner or regional or 
national database) 
 
3. Same facility period-
to-period comparisons 

1. Comparison of energy 
consumption and demand for 
specific time periods down to 
the system data interval 
within a single facility or 
across multiple similar 
facilities 

1. In addition to energy 
information system 
applications, identify and 
notify when a building or 
system is operating outside 
of the expected performance 
 
2. To identify and prioritize 
energy efficiency and 
demand response 
opportunities by modeling 
impacts of potential changes 
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Customer 
Drivers 

1. Utility bill monitoring 
and reconciliation 
 
2. Identify top and poor 
performers and 
candidates across a 
portfolio of buildings to 
prioritize energy 
management efforts 
 
3. Recognition of 
building performance 
(for example, through 
ENERGY STAR) and 
associated benefits, such 
as ability to charge 
higher rent 

1. Utility bill monitoring and 
verification 
 
2. Identify top and poor 
performers and candidates 
across a portfolio of buildings 
to prioritize energy 
management efforts 
 
3. Gain insights about why 
certain facilities perform 
better than others 
 
4. Gain insights about when 
and why a single facility 
consumes more or less energy 

1. In addition to energy 
information system drivers, 
to automate the notification 
of abnormal energy 
performance in close to real 
time, assisting energy 
management efforts 
 
2. To model the impacts of 
potential energy efficiency 
and demand response 
projects 

Efficiency 
Program 
Drivers 

1. To drive customers to 
other programs 
 
2. To spur customers to 
act 
 
3. To screen across 
customers to identify 
those with biggest 
efficiency opportunities 

1. To drive customers to other 
programs 
 
2. To spur customers to act 
 
3. To use information to 
identify efficiency 
opportunities at a single 
location or across a single 
customers' portfolio of 
buildings 
 
4. To demonstrate the value 
of previous program 
participation to spur 
customers to do more 
 
5. To demonstrate value of 
program across sites to 
regulators and prospects 
 
6. To demonstrate persistence 
of savings 

1. All drivers under energy 
information systems 
 
2. To identify and prioritize, 
through modeling 
capabilities, efficiency 
opportunities 
 
3. To provide the 
measurement and 
verification for the following 
program types: performance-
based, behavior based, and 
operations and maintenance 
based 
 
4. To identify and prioritize 
potential energy efficiency 
measures 
 
5. To demonstrate persistence 
of savings 
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 Monthly Energy 
Monitoring Systems 

Energy Information 
Systems 

Energy Anomaly 
Detection Systems 

Demand 
Response 
Program 
Drivers 

n/a 1. Identify demand reduction 
opportunities 
 
2. Quantify amount of load 
shed 

1. Identify potential demand 
reduction opportunities 
 
2. Analyze and prioritize 
demand reduction 
opportunities through 
simulation 
 
3. Quantifying load shed 

Infrastructure 
Requirements 

Normalization software; 
monthly energy 
consumption data 

Meters providing hourly or 
more frequent data; data 
acquisition system; upload 
mechanism; database; 
monitoring software 

Meters providing hourly or 
more frequent data; data 
acquisition system; upload 
mechanism; database; 
monitoring and modeling 
software 

Additional 
Infrastructure 
Requirements 
for Demand 
Response 

n/a Meters providing 15 minute 
or more frequent interval 
data 

Meters providing 15 minute 
or more frequent interval 
data 

Program 
Examples 

ComEd, PG&E, 
NYSERDA, and 
National Grid programs 
leveraging ENERGY 
STAR Portfolio Manager 

Salt River Project Spatia 
System; ComEd Energy 
Insights Online 

BC Hydro Continuous 
Optimization Program; 
NYSERDA Innovative 
Opportunities/Northwrite 
program 

Vendor 
Examples as of 
August 2010 

Metrix Utility 
Accounting System, 
Coleman Hines, 
AdvantageIQ, Utilisave 

New Horizon Technologies 
Utility Monitoring System; 
Google PowerMeter 
(residential), Itron Enterprise 
Energy Management Suite 

NorthWrite, Pulse Energy, 
Interval Data Systems, 
EnergentET 
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Table 10.    System Level EMIS Characteristics 

 
Building 

Automation 
Systems 

Fault Detection and 
Diagnostics Systems 

Automated Energy 
Optimization Systems 

Known As 

Building Control 
System, Building 
Management System, 
Energy Management 
System, Energy 
Management and 
Control System 

Continuous 
Commissioning™, Ongoing 
Commissioning, Monitoring-
Based Commissioning, Data-
Based Commissioning, 
Enterprise Energy 
Management Systems, Fault 
Detection and Diagnostics 
Tools, Automated Fault 
Detection and Diagnostics, 
Persistence Based 
Commissioning, System 
Monitoring with Fault 
Detection and Diagnostics, 
Continuous Energy 
Optimization 

Energy Management and 
Control System, Energy 
Management System, 
Optimal Whole Building 
Control System, Continuous 
Energy Optimization, Control 
Optimization Software 

What Makes 
This Tool 
Different? 

Primary intent is to 
control systems versus 
provide information 
about how those 
systems are performing 
relative to optimal 
performance 

Control system required, 
enables precise identification 
of faults and ability to 
address through controls 

Automatically adjusts 
systems based on fault 
detection and diagnostics and 
changing conditions 

Data Scope Systems to components Systems to components Systems to components 

Data Interval 15-minute to real time 15-minute to real time 15-minute to real time 

Technical 
Capabilities 

Control building 
systems; may alert staff 
of abnormal operation 

Fault detection and 
diagnostics, potentially with 
normalization, 
benchmarking, energy 
analysis, and energy 
modeling 

Fault detection and 
diagnostics, control buildings 
systems, adjust controlled 
equipment based on fault 
detection and diagnostics 
potentially with 
normalization, 
benchmarking, energy 
analysis, and energy 
modeling 

Primary 
Applications 

1. To automate the 
operation of equipment 
through things like 
temperature set point 
and schedules 

1. To identify, notify, and 
recommend solutions for 
when a system or component 
is operating outside of 
expected performance 
 
2. To increase the persistence 
of operational improvements 

1. To automate the efficient 
operation of equipment based 
on schedules, temperature set 
points, and automated 
performance feedback loops 
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Building 

Automation 
Systems 

Fault Detection and 
Diagnostics Systems 

Automated Energy 
Optimization Systems 

Customer 
Drivers 

1. To minimize staff time 
dedicated to building 
operation 
 
2. To save energy 
associated with wasteful 
building operation 
practices 
(heating/cooling/lightin
g unoccupied spaces) 

1. To minimize staff time 
dedicated to building 
operation and diagnosis 
 
2. To save energy associated 
with improperly operating 
systems 

1. To minimize staff time 
dedicated to building 
operation and diagnosis 
 
2. To save energy associated 
with wasteful building 
operation practices 
(heating/cooling/lighting 
unoccupied spaces) and 
improperly operating 
systems 

Efficiency 
Program 
Drivers 

1. A potential energy 
efficiency measure for 
traditional incentive 
programs 
 
2. Translate RCx 
program findings into 
energy savings actions 

1. To realize energy savings 
 
2. To increase the persistence 
of energy savings measures 

1. To realize energy savings 
 
2. To increase the persistence 
of energy savings measures 

Demand 
Response 
Program 
Drivers 

1. To enable system 
response when demand 
response signals are sent 
by utilities 

1. To automate the 
identification and response to 
demand reduction 
opportunities 
 
2. To analyze and prioritize 
demand reduction 
opportunities through 
simulation and during receipt 
of signals 
 
3. Quantify amount of load 
shed 

1. To automate the 
identification and response to 
demand reduction 
opportunities 
 
2. To analyze and prioritize 
demand reduction 
opportunities through 
simulation and during receipt 
of signals 
 
3. Quantify amount of load 
shed 

Infrastructure 
Requirements 

Sensors, controls, 
software 

Building automation system 
data; data acquisition system; 
upload mechanism; database; 
monitoring, modeling, and 
diagnostics software 

Sensors, controls, software; 
meters providing 15 minute 
or more frequent data; data 
acquisition system; upload 
mechanism; database; 
monitoring, modeling, and 
diagnostics software 

Additional 
Infrastructure 
Requirements 
for Demand 
Response 

Communication system 
to receive and act on 
demand response (can 
be as simple as radio 
signal or phone call or as 
complex as smart 
meters) 

Communication system to 
receive and act on demand 
response (can be as simple as 
radio signal or phone call or 
as complex as smart meters) 

Communication system to 
receive and act on demand 
response (can be as simple as 
radio signal or phone call or 
as complex as smart meters) 
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Building 

Automation 
Systems 

Fault Detection and 
Diagnostics Systems 

Automated Energy 
Optimization Systems 

Program 
Examples 

Xcel Energy Efficiency 
Controls Program 

National Grid Pay for 
Performance None 

Vendor 
Examples as of 
August 2010 

Johnson Controls, 
Siemens, Honeywell, 
Schneider Electric 

Cimetrics Infometrics, 
EnerNOC SiteSMART, 
Facility Dynamics PACRAT, 
Scientific Conservation 
SCIwatch+SCIenergy, 
Architectural Energy 
Corporation ENFORMA 

Optimum Energy 
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